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Selbstversta¨rkende Elektro-Hydraulische Bremse
Kurzfassung
Im Rahmen dieser Arbeit wurde ein neuartiges Bremskonzept, die
Selbstversta¨rkende Elektro-Hydraulische Bremse (SEHB) erforscht.
Die Bremse arbeit im Bereich der instabilen Selbstversta¨rkung, welche
nur durch eine zusa¨tzliche Regeleinrichtung technisch nutzbar wird.
Das vorgestellte Schaltungskonzept ist auf dem Hintergrund einer
Schienenfahrzeuganwendung entwickelt worden, ist aber grundsa¨tz-
lich auf andere Anwendungen u¨bertragbar. Vorteile des Konzepts
sind unter anderem der minimierte Energieverbrauch, die Mo¨glichkeit
der Regelung des wirklichen Verzo¨gerungsmoments und die Ru¨ck-
meldefa¨higkeit u¨ber die ausschließlich elektrische Schnittstelle.
Die Arbeit stellt die SEHB herko¨mmlichen selbstversta¨rkenden Brem-
sen gegenu¨ber und formuliert mit Hilfe statischer Betrachtungen die
Grundlagen zur Charakterisierung der instabilen Selbstversta¨rkung.
Zur Untersuchung der Dynamik der instabilen Selbstversta¨rkung wird
ein linearisiertes Modell der ungeregelten Strecke entwickelt und auf
Basis einer Poldominanzanalyse vereinfacht. Das vereinfachte Mod-
ell wird zur Bestimmung eines zustandsabha¨ngigen Reglerkennfelds
genutzt. Die grundlegenden hydraulischen Auslegungskriterien wer-
den erla¨utert und eine Systematik der hydraulisch-mechanischen Aus-
fu¨hrungsmo¨glichkeiten aufgestellt. Ein besonderer Fokus wird auf
die Ventilansteuerung gerichtet, welche zentral fu¨r die Regelung-
seigenschaften der Bremse ist. Fu¨r eine erste Implementierung des
Bremsenprinzips an Prototypen werden Ventile aus dem Kfz-Bereich
(ABS, EHB, ASR und ESP) eingesetzt. Abschließend werden der
Bremsenpru¨fstand und zwei Prototypen beschrieben, welche im Rah-
men der Forschungsarbeit aufgebaut wurden. Verschiedene Ventil-
ansteuerungsarten werden durch exemplarische Messergebnisse ver-
glichen und diskutiert. Die erreichte Bremsdynamik der ersten Pro-
totypen zeigt die Leistungsfa¨higkeit des neuen Bremsenprinzips auf.
Self-energizing Electro-Hydraulic Brake
Abstract
This thesis presents research results on a new fluid-mechatronic brake
principle. The Self-energizing Electro-Hydraulic Brake (SEHB) uti-
lizes the effect of instable self-reinforcement in combination with a
closed loop control. Background for the development of the brake
concept is a train application. However, SEHB is not limited to any
specific application. Main advantages of the concept are its minimal
energy consumption, the closed loop control of the true brake torque
and its feedback ability due to the decentralized low-power electronic
control.
This thesis introduces the new brake principle by comparing it to
conventional self-reinforcing brakes. A mathematical distinction is
given between self-reinforcement and self-energization on the basis
of static considerations. The dynamic characteristics are analyzed
using a linearized system description which is further simplified us-
ing the method of pole dominance analysis. The simplified model is
used to calculate a state dependent proportional controller map on
the basis of a damping criteria. Besides the theoretic analysis, the
thesis presents the basic hydraulic design criteria and gives a system-
atic overview over different hydraulic-mechanical design solutions. A
special focus is given on the valve control, since it is vital for the
brake performance. Different automotive valves such as from anti-
lock brake systems (ABS) or electronic stabilization programs (ESP)
are applied using electronic power switches and current drivers. The
brake test stand and two successive prototypes are outlined at the
end of this thesis. Different exemplary measurement results show the
performance of the implemented types of valve control and demon-
strate the potential of this new brake technology.
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Nomenclature
Symbol Meaning Unit
A Area m2
ABA Piston area of brake actuator chamber A m2
aBA Acceleration of brake actuator piston ms2
ADiff Differential Area of Piston m2
Asup Piston area of supporting cylinder m2
asup Acceleration of supporting piston ms2
Av Flow cross section of valve m2
α Piston area ratio of differential cylinder −
αD Flow coefficient of orifice −
CBAA Brake actuator capacity chamber A
m3m2
N
CBAB Brake actuator capacity chamber B
m3m2
N
Cbrake Hydraulic capacity m
3m2
N
ccal Caliper stiffness Nm
Clp Capacity of low pressure line m
3m2
N
cssup Stiffness of retraction springs in supporting
cylinder
N
m
C∗ Brake coefficient FbrakeFclamp −
d Diameter m
dBA Viscous friction in brake actuator Nsm
Nomenclature V
Symbol Meaning Unit
Dcal Damping coefficient of caliper −
dsup Viscous friction in supporting cylinder Nsm
∆pstep Pressure step Nm2
Fbrake Brake force N
Fclamp External actuation force for brake mechanism N
Fd Deceleration force N
fecal Mechanical natural frequency of caliper
1
s
FfBA Friction force of brake actuator N
Ffsup Friction force of supporting cylinder N
Finc Additional force component added by self-
reinforcement
N
FN Compression force of brake caliper N
FsBA Initialization spring force of brake actuator N
Fssup Retraction spring force of supporting cylinder N
iL Transmission ratio FbrakeFsup −
I Current A
Kcal Position factor of caliper m
3
N
Ksupv Volume flow factor (dependency of vsup)
m3·s
s·m
Ksupy Volume flow factor (dependency of y)
m3
s·m
KvBA Pressure build-up factor (dependency of vBA)
N ·s
m2s·m
Ky Pressure build-up factor (dependency of y) Nm2s·m
mBA Mass moved by load pressure in brake actuator kg
msup Mass of supporting piston and caliper kg
µ Friction coefficient −
µmin Minimum friction coefficient −
ω0cal Characteristic angular frequency
N
m2
pBAA Pressure in brake actuator chamber A
N
m2
pBAB Pressure in brake actuator chamber B
N
m2
pBAL Load pressure of brake actuator
N
m2
plp Pressure in low pressure line Nm2
VI
Symbol Meaning Unit
pnom Nominal pressure used for valve characteriza-
tion
N
m2
psup Pressure in pressurized chamber of supporting
cylinder
N
m2
psupL Load pressure of supporting cylinder
N
m2
q Ratio between additional force component
Finc and brake force Fbrake
−
QBAA Volume flow into brake actuator chamber A
m3
s
QBAB Volume flow from brake actuator chamber B
m3
s
Qlp Flow into low pressure line m
3
s
Qnom Nominal flow of valve at pnom m
3
s
Qsup Flow from the pressure side of supporting
cylinder
m3
s
R Resistance Ω
ρ Densitiy kgm3
TA Time between pulses s
TBAH Hydraulic time constant of brake pressure
build-up
s
TBAM Mechanic time constant of brake actuator s
TE Pulse length s
TE,dead Dead time of valve for switching on s
TO,dead Dead time of valve for switching of s
TP Cycle time s
TsupH Hydraulic time constant of supporting pres-
sure build-up
s
TsupM Mechanic time constant of supporting piston s
u0 Supply voltage V
Vacc Intake volume of high pressure accumulator m3
vBA Velocity of brake actuator ms2
VBAH Factor of pressure build-up in brake actuator s
Nomenclature VII
Symbol Meaning Unit
VBAM Velocity factor of actuator piston
m
N ·s
Vhyd Gain of hydraulic path in simplified linear
model of SEHB
−
Vmech Gain of mechanical path in simplified linear
model of SEHB
−
VQyBA,A Volume flow factor port A (dependency of y)
m3
s
VQyBA,B Volume flow factor port B (dependency of y)
m3
s
VQpBAA Volume flow factor port A (dependency of p)
m3m2
s·N
VQpBAB Volume flow factor port B (dependency of p)
m3m2
s·N
vsup Velocity of supporting piston ms2
VsupH Final value factor of supporting pressure s
VsupM Velocity factor of supporting piston
m
N ·s
xsup Position of supporting piston m
xBA Position of brake actuator piston m
y Valve opening 100%

Chapter 1
Introduction
This thesis is about the development of a new brake principle, the
self-energizing electro-hydraulic brake (SEHB). It is a friction brake
which uses the brake force as the energy source to generate and con-
trol the compression force by electro-hydraulic force transmission. It
has been invented at the Institute for fluid power drives and controls
(IFAS, RWTH Aachen University) and developed within a research
project funded by the German Research Foundation (DFG) since
April of 2006. The scope of this thesis is to lay the foundations
of mathematical modeling, control and mechanical-electrical design.
First experimental results are presented which draw attention to the
potential of this new brake principle.
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1.1 Motivation: Why research on a new
friction brake principle?
Friction brakes have some unique advantages besides the negative
effect of wear. Friction is the most common principle used for brak-
ing. It transforms kinetic energy into heat due to the deformation
and abrasion of the friction partner surfaces. A major advantage of
friction brakes is that the friction force is only caused by the com-
pression of the friction partners and not by their relative movement.
Of course, movement and other state parameters have a significant
influence on the friction coefficient. But a definite surface pressure
always results in a definite deceleration down to stand still. No addi-
tional effect and no additional energy input is needed for maintaining
the stand still, as long as the acceleration forces are smaller than the
braking force. Friction brakes are very simple in their design and
therefore especially favored in cases where security has high prior-
ity. A drawback, of course, is the wear produced during braking,
which necessitates the replacement of friction material after a num-
ber of uses. The worn-off friction particles pollute the environment
while the replacement causes machine down time and costs. For this
reason wear-free brakes are advanced in an increasing number of ap-
plications. Nevertheless it is clear that, from the viewpoint of today,
friction brakes will always be needed.
However, research is needed to make friction brakes fit for the future.
Maintaining their high safety level, they need to be more efficient and
more comfortable. The vehicle’s kinetic energy, which is dissipated
by the brakes, needs to be stored and reused in the best case. At least
it should be used as energy source for the braking process. Using the
brake as its own power plant avoids brake power distribution through
the vehicle and reduces design complexity. There has been a trend
from active safety systems over to automatic vehicle control systems
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over the past years which will certainly continue. These systems
will clearly benefit from closed loop controlled brakes which give
a feedback of the achieved deceleration irrespective of a changing
friction coefficient.
1.2 Background of the research project
on SEHB
The corporate research project in which the SEHB has been de-
veloped is funded by the German Research Foundation (Deutsche
Forschungsgemeinschaft, DFG). The Institute of Automatic Control
(IRT), the Institute of Rail Vehicles and Materials Handling Technol-
ogy (IFS) and the Institute of Power Electronics and Electrical De-
vices (ISEA) are together with IFAS involved in this research project,
which aims to develop a compact traction and braking module for
an individual wheel on a rail vehicle. It has therefore been given the
name ”intelligent, integrated, independent wheel traction/braking
module” or EABM (German: Einzelrad-Antriebs-Brems-Modul).
The distribution of traction and braking systems in a vehicle is such
that their integration has posed a major challenge in the design of a
rail vehicle up to now. The components required by the pneumatic
braking systems include pressure reservoirs and switchboards, which
frequently have to be fitted in the wagon because of the lack of space
available in the undercarriage [Gra99]. The electronic traction power
system is also separated from the motor, which is connected to the
wheel set directly or via a transmission according to the traction
concept. The number of interfaces to be taken into consideration
include the lines that carry power to the motor, as well as the pneu-
matic supply lines for the brakes. This poses a problem as far as
the design of the undercarriage is concerned, as these components
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are usually developed by different departments. The purpose of this
project is therefore to develop an integrated traction and braking
module that requires as few mechanical, data and electrical power
interfaces as possible. Fig. 1.1 illustrates the subject of the research
project in the form of a sketch.
-
brake
drive
single-
wheel
integrated,intelligent
control torquereference
signal
state
feedback
Figure 1.1: Intelligent, integrated, independent wheel
traction/braking module (EABM)
The independent wheel module outlined in the lower part of the
sketch is fitted in a closed-loop control circuit that realizes wheel slip
and anti-skid braking, as well as lateral guidance [HHLS08]. Unlike
the wheel sets that are usually used today, which comprise of two
wheels securely joined together by a shaft, the developed module is
intended to drive and brake just one wheel. This objective gives rise
to requirements which cannot be met by a conventional pneumatic
solution purely by virtue of the limited space available. Although hy-
draulic systems offer the significant advantage of higher force density
[Kip95], this is offset by the disadvantage of a potentially environ-
mentally harmful fluid medium. A central pressure supply to the
undercarriage is out of the question for safety reasons and because
of new problems that would arise with respect to interfaces to the
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undercarriage. IFAS has been therefore endeavoring to develop a
completely new hydraulic brake concept that only requires an elec-
tric control interface to the outside with a low power level, whereby
the energy needed to apply the brakes is generated by the braking
process itself [SS06]. The principle of this brake was published for
the first time in [LS06].
To illustrate the system simplification brought by independent self-
energizing brakes compared to existing brake concepts, Fig. 1.2 com-
pares the setup of the modern electro-pneumatic train brake system
(ep-brake) with the setup of a system using SEHBs. Modern train
M
driver's
brake
valve
Electro-
pneumatic
unit
electro-
pneumatic
triplevalve
electro-
pneumatic
triple valve
Electro-
hydraulic
brake
control
Brake
signal-
transducer
Electro-
hydraulic
brake
control
Power transmission pneum./hydr.
Signal transmission pneum./hydr.
Signal transmission electr.
MP
R R
BP
ep-brake SEHB
Figure 1.2: Power and signal transmission of
electro-pneumatic brake compared to SEHB
brakes have one power and two signal lines through the whole train.
The electrical line is supplemental to synchronize instantaneous brak-
ing of all brakes but it is not safety relevant. Safety is proved by the
brake pipe (BP), which is directly connected to the driver’s brake
valve. If pressure drops in the brake pipe, the brakes are actuated.
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The power for braking is supplied by the main reservoir pipe (MP)
from a compressor usually installed in the locomotive. The brake
power is accumulated locally in reservoirs in each train car. No
power line is needed with brakes using the self-energizing effect. The
self-energizing electro-hydraulic brake unit is supplied with low elec-
tric power. It is only needed for signal processing and valve control.
The brake signal is transmitted electrically using a data bus in com-
bination with a safety loop. It is locally controlled by each brake.
1.3 Structure of this thesis
This thesis presents the research results on SEHB over the past
two years. It starts in chapter 2 with an explanation of how self-
energization is connected to the principle of self-reinforcement, which
has been used virtually since brakes have existed. The state of the
art of brakes using a self-reinforcing principle is presented, going
into more detail with the drum and the wedge brake. The working
principle of SEHB is presented at the end of chapter 2.
The basic understanding of the brake’s dynamics is based on a lin-
earized system description developed in chapter 3. The linearized
system equations are combined in the system transfer function and
the state space representation. The state space representation is
the basis for mathematical analysis of pole dominance. It appears
that part of the system dynamics can be reduced. Therefore a re-
duced system dynamics representation is developed. This reduced
system representation is used for controller development and analy-
sis of closed loop stability.
Chapter 4 outlines the formulas used for designing the hydraulic com-
ponents of the brake and presents the wide diversity of mechanical
solutions, which can be realized regarding a specific application.
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A core part of the brake is the hydraulic control realized by a sin-
gular valve or a combination of valves. Chapter 5 presents and an-
alyzes different solutions. Special focus is placed on combinations
of seat valves, which mostly exist only as switching valves. After
summarizing the literature on using switching seat valves in pressure
control, the behavior and control of anti-lock brake system (ABS)
valves used for SEHB prototype I are discussed. For Prototype II
advanced valves of modern electronic stabilisation programs (ESP)
are used which are presented at the end of chapter 5
Chapter 6 presents prototype designs and experimental results. Con-
clusions and outlook are given in Chapter 7
Chapter 2
Self-energizing brakes
Self-energizing brakes use only the vehicle’s inertia to produce the
desired brake force. The principle of self-energization goes further
than the principle of self-reinforcement, because it not only amplifies
an existing force but produces it out of itself. To clarify this, the
chapter distinguishes both principles using the brake coefficient C∗,
and gives typical examples of each principle. Finally the working
principle of SEHB brake is introduced.
2.1 Principles of self-reinforcement and
self-energization
Mechanical friction is the most fundamental way to dissipate kinetic
energy from a moving mass. The classical approximation of the force
of friction between two solid surfaces, Fbrake, is known as Coulomb
friction. It is proportional to the compressive force FN by the friction
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coefficient µ which is just a simple parameter for characterization of
a very complex cause-effect relationship [Per00].
Fbrake = µFN (2.1)
The friction power Pf equals the friction force Fbrake multiplied by
the relative velocity v of the friction partners.
Pf = Fbrake · v (2.2)
Therefore, to increase the friction power Pf , there are two options:
increasing the relative velocity or the friction force. In some brake
designs, through use of a transmission, a brake disk runs on brake
shafts with a higher rotational speed than the actual drive shaft
[BB04]. Other solutions aim at amplifying the actuation force via
some kind of lever or hydro-static transmission. Often these solutions
are combined with a brake booster that amplifies the input force
using external energy sources. This type of increasing of the brake
force is labeled as servo-assistance, in cases where external energy is
added.
Finc = (¦ F µclamp, )
Fclamp
arctan µ
v brakedisc
brake pad
Fbrake
Figure 2.1: Self-reinforcement caused by feed-back of brake
force
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Self-reinforcing and self-energizing brakes make use of the friction
force itself to intensify the compression. Fig. 2.1 illustrates this.
The braking force Fbrake is partially the result of a feedback on itself.
The clamping force Fclamp is just one force component of the total
compression force FN = Fclamp + Finc.
To understand how the magnified brake force is built up, it is helpful
to picture the process with a signal flow diagram. The process can
be expressed feed-forward as an infinite series or as a feed-back loop,
Fig. 2.2.
Figure 2.2: Flow diagram of self-reinforcement
The clamping force or input force Fclamp, which is produced hydrauli-
cally or mechanically, induces an initial braking force Fclamp ·µ. Via
some kind of transmission q, this adds a force increment Finc1 on
the compression. The added force component creates more friction
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which is also transmitted to the compression by a factor q, resulting
in another compression force increment Finc2 . The sum of all Fincn
results in Finc as depicted in the upper diagram of Fig. 2.1, where
the brake force is represented as the result of an infinite series. The
factor q is:
q =
Finc
Fbrake
(2.3)
As the lower diagram of Fig. 2.1 shows, the reinforcement can be
equally interpreted as an algebraic loop. The feedback gain of this
loop can be derived mathematically from the series. The series of
Fig. 2.2 can be written as
Fbrake = [Fclamp(µq)0 + Fclamp(µq)1 + . . .]µ (2.4)
= lim
n→∞
n∑
k=0
Fclampµ(µq)n (2.5)
This series is well known as geometric series. The analytical solution
is:
n∑
k=0
Fclampµ(µq)n = Fclampµ
1− (µq)n+1
1− µq (2.6)
For n→∞ and µ · q < 1 the solution converges to
Fbrake = lim
n→∞
n∑
k=0
Fclampµ(µq)n = Fclampµ
1
1− µq (2.7)
In most brake designs, the compression force is acting on two sides
of a brake disk or drum. This means that the brake force is doubled.
It should be stressed here, that the reinforcement principle has been
derived for single side friction contact only. For a double side friction
contact, a factor of 2 is placed in Eq. 2.7.
From Eq. 2.7 one can see, that the clamping force can be magnified
significantly, almost infinitely, by designing a brake with a µ · q close
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to 1. However, µ is state dependent and can vary by a factor of 4.
Therefore all conventional brakes are designed such that µq would
not reach the value 1 even for very high friction coefficients.
For µq > 1 the brake force in Eq. 2.5 is not converging to a finite
value. Even a very small input force Fclamp will lead to a theoretically
infinite high brake force Fbrake. In a vehicle the maximum brake
force is limited by the peak traction between wheels and road or
tracks. This unstable braking behavior has always been avoided by
designers. Today however, drives and control devices have become
more compact and are powerful enough to stabilize the process. The
benefit of using this unstable brake behavior is that actuator forces
can be much lower as in the case when the whole compression would
have to be applied. The unstable brake is efficient because it is
energizing itself.
It is helpful to distinguish between brake principles using the conven-
tional self-reinforcement and the unstable self-energization. There-
fore it is proposed to define self-reinforcing brakes as brakes with
a stable feedback of the brake force on themselves (µq < 1). In
contrast to this, self-energizing brakes shall be defined as brakes us-
ing the unstable feedback of the brake force on themselves (µq > 1).
Brakes which work in both domains, dependent on the actual friction
coefficient, are called semi-self-energizing brakes.
• Self-reinforcing brakes:
Stable positive force feedback (µq < 1)
• Self-energizing brakes:
Instable positive force feedback (µq > 1)
• Semi-self-energizing brakes: Self-reinforcing or self-energizing
behavior dependent on friction coefficient (µq < 1, for low µ;
µq > 1, for high µ)
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2.1.1 Characteristic value C∗
The characteristic value C∗, sometimes referred to as brake shoe
factor, generally defines the quotient of the effective peripheral or
circumferential force Fbrake and the input force Fclamp, generated
hydraulically or mechanically [BB04].
C∗ =
Fbrake(Fclamp, µ)
Fclamp
(2.8)
Inserting Eq. 2.5 and Eq. 2.6 yields:
C∗ = lim
n→∞(µ
1− (µq)n
1− µq ) (2.9)
With q only being dependent on the mechanical design. A high
C∗-value leads to a huge compressive force generated by small in-
put forces, which is generally desired. The higher the characteristic
value, the greater also the sensitivity of the characteristic value on
the friction coefficient
∂C∗
∂µ
= lim
n→∞
1− (µq)n[1 + n(µq − 1)]
(µq − 1)2 (2.10)
A small variation of the friction coefficient then has strong impact
on the characteristic value which may lead to instability.
2.2 State of the art
This section gives an overview of the state of the art in self-reinforcing
and semi-self-energizing brake principles. Many self-reinforcing brake
principles have been developed in the history of brakes. The patent
search conducted gives an overview about the various technical solu-
tions for self-reinforcing brakes. A summary of this patent search is
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given by Table 2.1. It shows that actually very few different prin-
ciples exist for self-reinforcing brakes. The basic idea is always the
same: The actuation force is combined with the reinforcement via
some kind of transmission, which is either made up of levers, a slider
mechanism in combination with a sloped level, or a hydraulic force
transmission. Patents of the past decade focus on solutions with self-
regulating, adaptable or closed loop controlled reinforcement. They
allow the use of smaller actuators, because the factor of reinforcement
can be higher. The basic principles of reinforcement by levers (drum
brake) and sloped level (wedge brake) are explained in detail in the
following sections. The Self-energizing Electro-Hydraulic Brake, in-
troduced in Section 2.4, is the first known true self-energizing brake
with a stabilized behavior enforced by closed loop control.
2.2.1 Drum brake
Drum brakes consist of a rotating drum and curved-shaped brake
shoes hinged on fixed points inside the drum. Fig. 2.3 depicts two
basic configurations, simplex (a) and duplex (b) drum brake accord-
ing to [Rob94]. The brake shoes are expanded by hydraulic or me-
chanic actuation onto the drum-rubbing surface. The effect is that,
depending on the direction of rotation of the drum, one (in case of
simplex brake) or both (in case of duplex brake) of the brake shoes
will be pulled along with the drum by the friction force, creating an
additional torque on the shoe and therefore increasing the compres-
sion. Fig. 2.4 depicts the acting forces on one brake shoe.
The tangent of the angle α defines the ratio between brake force
Fbrake and additional force component Finc which is factor q, Eq. 2.3.
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2a
1.direction of motion 2. self-reinforcement of brake force 2a. self-reduction of brake force
3. torque 4. cylinder 5. 6. brake shoepivoting point
b)a)
Figure 2.3: Simplex (a) and duplex (b) drum brake according
to [Rob94]
The brake coefficient C∗ for one brake shoe follows directly from
Eq. 2.9
C∗drum = lim
n→∞µ
1− µtanαn
1− µtanα
(2.11)
Typically drum brakes are not self-energizing, so Eq. 2.11 converges
and yields:
C∗drum = µ
1
1− µtanα
(2.12)
For comparison, the characteristic value can also be derived directly
from the forces marked in Fig. 2.4:
C∗drum =
Fbrake
Fclamp
=
µ(Fclamp + Fbraketanα )
Fclamp
= µ+
µC∗drum
tanα
(2.13)
⇔ C∗drum = µ
1
1− µtanα
(2.14)
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Figure 2.4: Principle of drum brake
The term in Eq. 2.14 has a pole at µtanα = 1. For
µ
tanα > 1 it becomes
negative, which is difficult to interpret physically. Strictly speaking,
the characteristic value cannot be calculated for this case because
the brake force does not converge, Eq. 2.5. The fact that Eq. 2.14
becomes negative is interpreted in some literature, as meaning that
a negative clamping force is needed to reach a finite value for the
brake force [RGH+04].
In case of two acting brake shoes, as in the duplex drum brake, the
brake coefficient is doubled. The conventional drum brake design
tries to avoid the area close to the pole. Designing the brake with a
large enough angle α ensures µtanα < 1 under all conditions [Ort04].
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2.2.2 Wedge Brake
The principle of a wedge brake is shown in Fig. 2.5. The wedge is
situated between the friction partner with (µf), for example a brake
disc, and a wedge level with (µs  µf). The movement of the friction
partners results in a friction force, which pulls the wedge further
into the gap. For the following deliberations, the friction coefficient
between wedge and slide µs shall ideally be zero.
Figure 2.5: Principle of wedge brake
In equilibrium, the forces on the wedge are all in balance, as shown on
the right side of Fig. 2.5. The horizontal actuation force Fclamp plus
the friction force Fbrake then equal the reaction force of the wedge
level. Because of µs ≈ 0, the ratio between horizontal and vertical
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forces on the wedge is always 1tanα . The characteristic value of the
wedge brake simply yields:
C∗wedge =
Fbrake
Fclamp
= µ
(Fclamp + Fbrake)
tanα · Fclamp = µ
1 + C∗wedge
tanα
(2.15)
⇔ C∗wedge =
µ
tanα
1
1− µtanα
(2.16)
The wedge brake’s characteristic value is very similar to that for the
drum brake. As already explained above, Eq. 2.16 is only valid for
C∗ > 0.
It is also possible to derive the characteristic value directly from
Eq. 2.9. The tangent of the angle α defines the ratio between brake
force Fbrake and additional force component Finc which is the factor
q, Eq. 2.3. In contrast to Fig. 2.2, the clamping force of the wedge
brake is not acting directly on the compression but sideways onto
the wedge. The resulting compression is the clamping force divided
by tanα. Inserting in Eq. 2.9 yields:
C∗wedge = lim
n→∞
µ
tanα
1− µtanαn
1− µtanα
(2.17)
As said before, in most brake designs, the compression force is acting
on two sides of a brake disk. In this case C∗ is doubled.
Electronic Wedge Brake (EWB)
The wedge brake is one of the earliest self-reinforcing principles ever
used. But it has gained some special attention since 1999, when
the idea of a new electro-mechanical closed loop controlled wedge
brake was first published [Sem99]. The idea was to reduce the en-
ergy consumption of an electric actuator by reducing the angle α,
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while a closed loop control stabilizes the self-reinforcing effect. The
electronic wedge brake (EWB) is also known as eStop c©. Its de-
velopment is published in [HSPG01], [RSHG03], [RGH+04], [GG06],
[FRBW+06]. For optimum performance, the EWB is designed to op-
erate around the point at which the characteristic value just becomes
infinite. This happens at an angle tanα = µ. In this operating point
the required control forces are minimal. The EWB is qualified as a
semi-self-energizing brake because depending on the actual friction
coefficient it must either pull or push the wedge.
At the ideal operating point, where the coefficient of friction is equal
to the tangent of the wedge angle, the steady-state actuation force
required to generate any braking torque is zero. From Eq. 2.16, it can
be seen that for low coefficients of friction, C∗ is positive, so a steady
pushing force is required to maintain the braking force. When the
coefficient of friction is greater than the tangent of the wedge angle,
then a steady pulling force is required from the actuator to stop the
wedge being pulled further in. Fig. 2.6 shows the operating point
of the EWB with an angle α = arctan(µopt = 0.352) = 19, 4◦ in
dependence of a variable friction coefficient. One can see that the
actuator force at the optimal operating point is zero. Going to higher
friction coefficients, a pulling force has to be applied to stabilize the
brake. For a lower µ, the actor has to push the wedge into the friction
contact.
2.3 Self-reinforcing Hydraulic Brake
All self-reinforcing principles have one thing in common. The tan-
gential brake force is transmitted by some kind of transmission (in
form of a lever, slide or gear) into a compressive force. Of course, hy-
drostatic transmission can also be used. The principle of a hydraulic
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Figure 2.6: Characteristic brake factor C∗ in relationship
with the friction coefficient µ for a
“push-pull-wedge” principle [HSPG01]
self-reinforcing brake is illustrated in Fig. 2.7. An external clamping
force plus an additional pressure force, caused by pressure difference
psup − plp is summed up by a double rod brake actuator with piston
area ABA resulting in a compression force FN. The additional pres-
sure force equals Finc in the above described brake principles. The
pressure difference is caused by supporting the friction force Fbrake
via a supporting cylinder with piston area Asup. Like the wedge brake
concept, the compressing brake pad in the caliper must be movable
in direction of the friction force. A hydraulic supporting piston con-
nects the moving part to the bogie structure, fixing it between two
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µ
psup Asup
plp
w
FN
ABA
slide bogie
Fbrake
Fclamp
Fsup=Fbrake
Figure 2.7: Principle of a self-reinforcing hydraulic brake
columns of oil. The ratio between added force component and brake
force is the factor q, Eq. 2.3. Inserting q in Eq. 2.9 yields the charac-
teristic value for a hydraulically self-reinforcing brake acting on one
side of a brake disk:
C∗hydr = lim
n→∞µ
1− µ·ABAAsup
n
1− µ·ABAAsup
(2.18)
⇔ C∗hydr = µ
1
1− µ·ABAAsup
, for
µ ·ABA
Asup
< 1 (2.19)
Usually the caliper encompasses the brake disk with two brake pads,
so that the ratio between compression and brake force is doubled.
Also, there may be a mechanical transmission that defines a ratio iL
between brake force and supporting force.
iL =
Fbrake
Fsup
(2.20)
Fig. 2.8 depicts this set-up. It also shows a different configuration
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Figure 2.8: Self-reinforcing hydraulic brake with double sided
actuation
with the supporting cylinder attached to the vehicle frame instead
of the supporting piston as shown in the previous figure. The config-
uration of four check valves is acting as a hydraulic rectifier, which
allows bi-directional service. The check valves assure that the lower
line always conducts the high and the upper line the low pressure.
The ratio q between added pressure force component and brake force
for the configuration in Fig. 2.8 yields:
q =
Finc
Fbrake
=
psupABAµ
psupAsupiL
1
2
=
2ABAµ
iLAsup
(2.21)
Following from Eq. 2.9, the characteristic value of a hydraulic self-
reinforcing brake considering double-sided actuation and mechanic
transmission ratio iL yields:
C∗hydr = lim
n→∞ 2µ
1− 2µABAiLAsup
n
1− 2µABAiLAsup
(2.22)
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⇔ C∗hydr = 2µ
1
1− 2µABAiLAsup
, for
2µABA
iLAsup
< 1 (2.23)
2.4 Self-energizing Electro-Hydraulic Brake
(SEHB)
In searching for an idea for a new braking principle with minimized
energy-consumption, it was considered to use the braking force as the
energy source for hydraulic brake actuation. The pressure needed
for actuation could be completely gained from hydraulic support of
the friction force if the brake would be designed according to the
self-energizing principle. A hydraulic control would be used in the
hydraulic circuit of the self-reinforcing hydraulic brake (Fig. 2.8) to
stabilize the self-energizing braking process via closed loop control.
The idea of the Self-energizing Electro-Hydraulic Brake (SEHB) was
born [SS06], which was first published in [LS06]. Fig. 2.9 shows the
working principle of SEHB.
Fsup
iL=
Fbrake
Fsup
psup
plp » 0ABA
Asup
control-valve
U
p
controller
Figure 2.9: Principle of SEHB
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In the SEHB concept there is no input or braking force anymore,
which makes it difficult to define a characteristic value as in Eq. 2.8.
Since it would be infinite anyway, the only possibility to characterize
a self-energizing brake is by its dynamic behavior, which will be
done in the following chapter. However, looking at the factor q,
which determines the rate at which the brake force is self-energizing,
reveals some interesting aspects:
q =
Finc
Fbrake
=
FSE
Fbrake
=

2µpBAABA
psupAsupiL
if valve opened positively
0 if valve closed
−2µpBAABA
psupAsupiL
if valve opened negatively
(2.24)
Self-energization and self-extinction The brake is self-energizing,
when the control valve is positively opened. All forces remain con-
stant when the valve is closed. In the opposite position of the control
valve the process can be reversed. The supporting pressure then is
used to actively pull back the brake actuator, which provides for a
good dynamic performance for actuation and release of the brake.
The following chapter will go into detail about the modeling and
dynamic behavior of this process.
Control of actual retardation momentum Another interesting
aspect following from Eq. 2.24 is that both pressures psup or alter-
natively pBA can be used as closed loop control variables. While
the necessity of a closed loop control might look like a drawback of
SEHB at first, it is also one of the major advantages of SEHB: The
supporting pressure is directly related to the friction force. With the
supporting pressure used as control variable, the direct control of the
actual braking force is possible, independently of friction coefficient
changes. Conventional friction brakes only control the perpendicular
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actuator force. Since the friction coefficient µ is influenced by pa-
rameters like speed, brake pressure, temperature and environmental
conditions like moisture or ice, conventional brakes can only roughly
estimate the actual braking force Fbrake.
The analysis in the following chapter will show that a proportional
acting controller serves well to stabilize the hydraulic self-energization.
Considering this fact, the feed-back loop can also be closed hydro-
mechanically by comparison of the pressure in the supporting cylin-
der with a hydraulic or mechanic set value at the spool of the control
valve. This idea can lead to a design without any electric compo-
nents, [SLS06a].
Lifting of brake As common sense and Eq. 2.24 indicate, the
process of self-energization stops when the supporting force becomes
zero. Therefore, to actively pull the brake actuator back, some extra
energy is needed. The amount of energy needed can be stored during
the braking process in a hydraulic accumulator.
Engaging the brake when it is lifted In this case the supporting
force is zero, Fsup = 0. For initiation of the self-energizing process,
the contact between brake pad and disk has to be established by
some mechanism. A simple way to do this without the need for an
external energy source is to have a spring loaded when the brake pads
are lifted from the brake disk. This spring then serves as accumulator
to thrust the brake pad onto the disk when the hydraulic valve opens.
Retraction of supporting cylinder During each braking, the
supporting cylinder moves a little bit. To bring it back into its mid-
dle position, it contains centering springs. By opening a connection
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between both chambers of the supporting cylinder, the supporting
piston moves back to its initial position.
Tab. 2.2 summarizes some advantages and disadvantages of SEHB.
advantages disadvantages
• no external hydraulic
power supply
• closed loop brake control
can deliver data about ac-
tual braking torque to su-
perior control systems (au-
tonomous braking)
• constant braking torque ir-
respective of friction coeffi-
cient changes
• more functional parts inte-
grated in caliper
• space required for moving
parts of caliper
• limited stroke of support-
ing cylinder
Table 2.2: Advantages and disadvantages of SEHB toward conventional
hydraulic brakes
Chapter 3
Mathematical Model
and Control Design
In this chapter the dynamics of self-energization is analyzed by meth-
ods for linear control systems. In the first part of the chapter the
nonlinear system model is linearized. Then a simplified linearized
model is obtained by applying the Litz method of pole dominance
to identify the relevant dynamic subsystems. Pole configuration of
the simplified model is interpreted to understand the process of hy-
draulic self-energization more deeply. It is also used for closed loop
control design. In the last part of the chapter an example for an
adaptive proportional control calculated on the basis of the simpli-
fied linearized model is validated by nonlinear system simulation.
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3.1 Nonlinear model
The nonlinear hydraulic system is modeled according to the simpli-
fied scheme shown in Fig. 3.1.
Fsup
iL=
Fbrake
Fsup
psup
Asup
U
p
x ,v , aBA BA BA Csup
plp
Qnom
ABA
áABA
pBA,A, CBA,A
QBA,A
µ
cs,BA
p CBA,B BA,B,
QBA,B
mBA
uKV, ù DV,0 V,
ccal x , v , asup sup sup
msup
dsup
cs,sup
Qsup Qlp
Clp
U
p
y KR
Figure 3.1: SEHB scheme for nonlinear system modeling
The corresponding signal flow diagram is shown in Fig. 3.2. It is
divided by the shaded areas according to the system components
valve, brake actuator and supporting cylinder. The mechanics of the
cylinders and force transmission is modeled by Newton equations
of motion. They include spring and damper characteristics. The
spring characteristics are not only due to the springs depicted in
the cylinders but predominantly by the stiffness of the caliper which
acts as a spring. The damping is caused by (viscous) friction in the
cylinders and bearings of the mechanism. The hydraulic capacity
of the lines and cylinders is taken into account by pressure build-up
equations. Flow inertia can be neglected because fluid acceleration
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Figure 3.2: Signal flow diagram of nonlinear model of SEHB
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is not influential for this application. The control is realized by a
proportional feedback of the supporting pressure on the valve.
3.2 Linearization
The linearized system considers only system changes ∆ around an
operating point. A variable X can be expressed as the value X0 at
the operating point added by the change ∆X around the operating
point.
X = X0 +∆X (3.1)
3.2.1 Valve
For positive opening, the valve depicted in Fig. 3.1 connects support-
ing pressure psup with piston face side ABA of the brake actuator,
Case A. The piston ring side αABA then is connected to low pressure
line. Case B is the negative opening of the valve.
The direction of valve flow generally depends on the valve opening
and the pressure difference p1 − p2 at its ports. The nonlinear flow
equation of a sharp edged orifice is:
Q = Av
√
2
ρ
αD
√
p1 − p2 (3.2)
with Av being the orifice flow cross section, ρ the specific weight of
the fluid and αD a flow parameter which typically is 0.6 for sharp
edged orifices [Mur05]. Often a valve is characterized by the nominal
flow Qnom at a nominal pressure difference Qnom over its ports when
the valve is fully opened (y = 100%). Assuming that the flow cross
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section is linear dependent on the valve opening, it is possible to
write Eq. 3.2 as:
Q =
Qnom√
pnom
y
√
p1 − p2 (3.3)
The linearization yields:
Q = Q0 +∆Q(y, p1, p2) (3.4)
⇔ Q = Q0 + ∂Q
∂y
∣∣∣∣∣
p10 ,p20
(y − y0) +
+
∂Q
∂(∆p)
∣∣∣∣∣
y0,p10 ,p20
(p1 − p10 − p2 + p20) (3.5)
⇒ ∆Q = ∂Q
∂y
∣∣∣∣∣
p10 ,p20
∆y +
+
∂Q
∂(∆p)
∣∣∣∣∣
y0,p10 ,p20
(∆p1 −∆p2) (3.6)
⇔ ∆Q = VQy∆y + VQp(∆p1 −∆p2) (3.7)
with VQy being the flow factor expressing the dependence on valve
opening and VQp for the dependence on change of pressure difference.
VQy =
Qnom√
pnom
√
p10 − p20 (3.8)
VQp =
Qnom√
pnom
y0
2
√
p10 − p20
(3.9)
The dynamics of the valve opening y is modeled by a second order
lag system.
∂∆y
∂2t
+ 2DVωV0
∂∆y
∂t
+ ω2V0∆y = ω
2
V0KV∆u (3.10)
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3.2.2 Pressure dynamics of brake actuator
The pressure build-up equations for actuator chambers A and B,
neglecting external and internal leakage, are
∆p˙BAA =
1
CBAA
[∆QBAA −ABA∆vBA] (3.11)
∆p˙BAB =
1
CBAB
[−∆QBAB + αABA∆vBA] (3.12)
The flows QBA,A and QBA,B depend on the valve opening y and the
pressure difference at the ports of the valve. The acting pressure
difference depends on the opening direction of the valve.
Case A: Valve opened positively to increase braking pressure. From
Eq. 3.7 follows the linearized flow for the process of increasing
braking:
∆QBAA = VQyBAA∆y +
+ VQpBAA (∆psup −∆pBAA) (3.13)
∆QBAB = VQyBAB∆y +
+ VQpBAB (∆pBAB −∆plp) (3.14)
Case B: Valve opened negatively to decrease braking pressure. The
linearized flow equation for decreasing braking is:
∆QBAA = VQyBAA∆y +
+ VQpBAA (∆pBAA −∆plp) (3.15)
∆QBAB = VQyBAB∆y +
+ VQpBAB (∆psup −∆pBAB) (3.16)
Case A will be studied in the following paragraphs. The solution for
Case B is analogous and will be given afterwards.
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The load pressure of the actuator is defined as:
∆pBAL = ∆pBAA − α∆pBAB (3.17)
The change of actuator pressures ∆pBAA and ∆pBAB are expressed
using the change of load pressure by solving the flow equations of a
symmetric 4/3 way proportional valve [Fei87]:
∆pBAA =
∆pBAL
1 + α3
(3.18)
∆pBAB = −
α2∆pBAL
1 + α3
(3.19)
Inserting Eq. 3.13 – 3.14 (Case A) and Eq. 3.17 – 3.19 into the
pressure build-up equations Eq. 3.11 – 3.12 yields:
∆p˙BAA =
1
CBAA
[
VQyBAA∆y + VQpBAA∆psup −
−VQpBAA
∆pBAL
1 + α3
−ABA∆vBA
]
(3.20)
∆p˙BAB =
1
CBAB
[
−VQyBAB∆y + VQpBAB
α2∆pBAL
1 + α3
+
+VQpBAB∆plp + αABA∆vBA
]
(3.21)
The load pressure build-up equation follows from Eq. 3.17:
∆p˙BAL = ∆p˙BAA − α∆p˙BAB (3.22)
Inserting Eq. 3.20 – 3.21 into Eq. 3.22 yields the differential equation
for the load pressure build-up in the brake actuator:
TBAH∆p˙BAL +∆pBAL = VBAH
(
Ky∆y −KvBA∆vBA +
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+
VQpBAA
CBAA
∆psup −
−αVQpBAB
CBAB
∆plp
)
(3.23)
with the hydraulic time constant TBAH of the pressure build-up dy-
namics
TBAH =
(
VQpBAA
CBAA
1
1 + α3
+
VQpBAB
CBAB
α3
1 + α3
)−1
(3.24)
the final value VBAH
VBAH = TBAH (3.25)
and the factors Ky and KvBA , which determine the influence of valve
opening and pressure difference at the valve ports on the pressure
build-up:
Ky =
VQyBAA
CBAA
+
αVQyBAB
CBAB
(3.26)
KvBA =
ABA
CBAA
+
α2ABA
CBAB
(3.27)
Additionally, the change of supporting pressure ∆psup and the low
pressure line pressure ∆plp have influence on the dynamics. If the low
pressure line is connected to a reservoir or low pressure accumulator,
∆plp can be neglected.
For negative opening of the control valve (Case B), the differential
equation of pressure built-up yields:
TBAH∆p˙BAL +∆pBAL = VBAH
(
Ky∆y −KvBA∆vBA +
+ α
VQpBAB
CBAB
∆psup −
− VQpBAA
CBAA
∆plp
)
(3.28)
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It is similar to Eq. 3.23. The difference is in the indices of flow factors
and capacities in front of ∆psup and ∆plp and in the sign change of
the volume flow factors VQp because y0 < 0. This also affects TBAH
and VBAH . Factors Ky and KvBA are the same. The hydraulic time
constant TBAH and the final value VBAH are:
TBAH =
(
−VQpBAA
CBAA
1
1 + α3
− VQpBAB
CBAB
α3
1 + α3
)−1
(3.29)
VBAH = TBAH (3.30)
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.
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...
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Figure 3.3: Linearized brake actuator pressure dynamics
The differential equations Eq. 3.23 and Eq. 3.28 have first order lag
dynamics. Fig. 3.3 depicts the signal flow diagrams for increasing
and decreasing brake pressure.
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3.2.3 Motion dynamics of brake actuator
The movement of the brake actuator piston is described by Newton’s
equation of motion.
mBA∆aBA = ABA∆pBAL − dBA∆vBA − ccal∆xBA (3.31)
⇔ TBAM∆aBA +∆vBA = VBAM(ABA∆pBAL − ccal∆xBA) (3.32)
with the mechanic time constant of the brake actuator piston TBAM
and the velocity factor VBAM :
TBAM =
mBA
dBA
(3.33)
VBAM =
1
dBA
(3.34)
Eq. 3.32 can also be written in the characteristic way for second order
lag systems:
ABA
mBA
∆pBAL = ∆aBA +
dBA
mBA
∆vBA +
+
ccal
mBA
∆xBA (3.35)
⇔ ω20calKcal∆pBAL = ∆aBA + 2Dcalω0cal∆vBA +
+ ω20cal∆xBA (3.36)
The characteristic angular frequency ω0cal , damping coefficient Dcal
and the factor for the final position Kcal of the caliper are:
ω0cal =
√
ccal
mBA
(3.37)
Dcal =
dBA
2
√
mBAccal
(3.38)
Kcal =
ABA
ccal
(3.39)
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The natural frequency fecal , often referred to as eigenfrequency, is
where the system is most sensitive to excitation. It is the frequency
of maximum amplitude in the bode diagram. For a system with
damping, the natural frequency is always lower than the character-
istic frequency.
fecal =
1
2pi
ω0cal
√
1−D2cal (3.40)
⇔ = ccal
2pi mBA
√
4mBA − d2BA
mBA
(3.41)
Fig. 3.4 depicts the signal flow diagram of the dynamic behavior of
the mechanical subsystem of the caliper. It is separated into a first
oder lag system and an integrator according to Eq. 3.32.
ABA VBA,M, TBA,M
ÄvBA ÄxBA
ccal
ÄFN
ÄpBA,L
Figure 3.4: Dynamics of mechanical compression of caliper
3.2.4 Pressure dynamics of supporting cylinder
The pressure build-up equations for supporting chamber and low
pressure side, neglecting external and internal leakage, are
∆p˙sup =
1
Csup
[−∆Qsup +Asup∆vsup] (3.42)
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∆p˙lp =
1
Clp
[∆Qlp −Asup∆vsup] (3.43)
The pressure dynamics in the low pressure line can be neglected with
the use of a reservoir because Clp  Csup. The flow Qsup depends
on the valve opening y and the pressure difference at the ports of
the valve. The acting pressure difference depends on the opening
direction of the valve. The linearization of the valve flow equation
for increasing braking yields:
Case A: Valve opened positively to increase braking pressure.
∆Qsup = VQyBAA∆y +
+ VQpBAA (∆psup −∆pBAA) (3.44)
Case B: Valve opened negatively to decrease braking pressure.
∆Qsup = −VQyBAB∆y −
− VQpBAB (∆psup −∆pBAB) (3.45)
The signs must be inverted compared to Eq. 3.44 because the
flow direction is always positive as indicated in Fig. 3.1. The
supporting cylinder is the pressure source for the brake.
The following paragraphs derive the pressure equation for Case A.
The solution for Case B is similar and is given at the end of the
section.
The change of load pressure of the supporting cylinder is equal to
the change of supporting pressure because of the large capacity of
the low pressure line:
∆psupL = ∆psup −∆plp (3.46)
⇔ ∆psupL = ∆psup with ∆plp != 0 (3.47)
⇔ ∆p˙supL = ∆p˙sup (3.48)
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Inserting Eq. 3.44 and Eq. 3.42 into Eq. 3.48 yields the differential
equation for the change of load pressure in the supporting cylinder:
∆p˙supL =
1
Csup
[
−VQyBAA∆y − VQpBAApsup +
+VQpBAA∆pBAA +Asup∆vsup
]
(3.49)
Rearrangement yields:
TsupH∆p˙supL + psupL = VsupH
(
−Ksupy∆y +Ksupv∆vsup +
+
VQpBAA
Csup
∆pBAA
)
(3.50)
with the hydraulic time constant TsupH of the pressure build-up dy-
namics
TsupH =
Csup
VQpBAA
(3.51)
the final value VsupH
VsupH = TsupH (3.52)
and the factors Ksupy and Ksupv , which determine the influence of
valve opening and pressure difference at the valve ports on the pres-
sure build-up:
Ksupy =
VQyBAA
Csup
(3.53)
Ksupv =
Asup
Csup
(3.54)
For negative opening of the control valve (Case B), the differential
equation of pressure built-up yields:
TsupH∆p˙supL + psupL = VsupH
(
−Ksupy∆y +Ksupv∆vsup +
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+
VQpBAB
Csup
(−∆pBAB)
)
(3.55)
The main difference to Eq. 3.50 is that the sign in front of ∆pBAB
is changed. Factor Ksupv remains the same. Valve opening factor
Ksupy , hydraulic time constant TsupH and final value VsupH are:
Ksupy = −
VQyBAB
Csup
(3.56)
TsupH = −
Csup
VQpBAB
(3.57)
VsupH = TsupH (3.58)
The differential equations Eq. 3.50 and Eq. 3.55 have first order lag
dynamics. Fig. 3.5 depicts the signal flow diagrams of the support-
ing pressure for increasing and decreasing pressure.
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V
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ÄpBA,A
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...
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.
Ksup,y Vsup,H, Tsup,H
Äpsup,L
-ÄpBA,B
...
decreasing brake pressure
Äy
Kv,sup
...
Ävsup
V
C
Qp,BA,B
sup
Äpsup
.
case A case B
Figure 3.5: Linearized supporting cylinder pressure dynamics
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3.2.5 Motion dynamics of supporting cylinder
The movement of the supporting piston and the attached caliper is
described by Newton’s equation of motion.
msup∆asup = −Asup∆psupL − dsup∆vsup
−cssup∆xsup +
2µ
iL
FN (3.59)
⇔ TsupM∆asup +∆vsup = VsupM(−Asup∆psupL
−cssup∆xsup +
2µ
iL
FN) (3.60)
with the mechanic time constant of the moved piston including at-
tached caliper TsupM and the velocity factor VsupM :
TsupM =
msup
dsup
(3.61)
VsupM =
1
dsup
(3.62)
Asup Vsup,M, Tsup,M
Ävsup
ÄFN
Äpsup,L
2µ
iL
Äxsup
cs,sup
Figure 3.6: Supporting cylinder movement dynamics
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Fig. 3.6 shows the signal flow diagram of the dynamic behavior of
the supporting cylinder movement.
3.2.6 Complete linearized model
The complete linearized signal flow diagram of SEHB is shown in
Fig. 3.7 and Fig. 3.8.
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Asup Vsup,M, Tsup,M
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Ksup,y Vsup,H, Tsup,H
Äpsup,L
ÄpBA,A
Ksup,v
Äy
Ävsup
1
1+á3
ÄFbrake
ÄFsup
increasingbrake pressure
Äu
V
C
Qp,BA,A
sup
Äpsup
.
case A
loop 2 loop 1
Figure 3.7: Complete signal flow diagram for increasing brake
force
One can see the interlaced subsystems of brake actuator and sup-
porting cylinder hydraulics and mechanics. The differences of both
diagrams are marked in Fig. 3.8. One of the feedback loops (loop 1)
runs from the brake actuator pressure dynamics through the Newton
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Figure 3.8: Complete signal flow diagram for decreasing
brake force
equations of the caliper, where pressure is transformed into a brake
force. The brake force is summed up in the motion equation of the
supporting cylinder and the resulting flow creates a pressure rise in
the supporting cylinder. The load pressure of the supporting cylinder
multiplied with the flow factor influences the brake pressure. Since
the volume flow factor VQpBAB is positive for a positively opened
valve (Eq. 3.9), the pole of loop 1 is positive and therefore insta-
ble. For the negatively opened valve, however, it is stable, because
VQpBAB is negative.
Another loop (loop 2) runs in parallel from the actuator load pressure
to the pressure build-up of the supporting pressure. The supporting
pressure, in turn, is fed back on the pressure build-up of the brake
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actuator. The numeric solution in the next section shows, that for
positive opening of the valve, both poles are in the right half-plane
and for negative valve opening both are in the left half plane of the
pole diagram. The simplified linearized model in section 3.4 makes
it easier to see the influences of both loops.
The transfer function of the linearized system is obtained by applying
the Laplace transformation on the differential equations Eqs. 3.10,
3.23, 3.28, 3.32, 3.50, 3.55 and 3.60. Then the equations can be
combined to eliminate all variables except for the variables of in-
put L(∆u) and output L(∆psupL). The initial values of the Laplace
transformed variables can be set to zero. The transfer function of
the complete system is of the form:
L(∆psupL)
L(∆u) =
a5s
5 + a4s4 + a3s3 + a2s2 + a1s+ a0
(b8s2 + b7s)(b6s6 + b5s5 + b4s4 + b3s3 + b2s2 + b1s+ b0)
(3.63)
The polynomial order n of the denominator is 8. The first term in
the denominator contains the valve dynamics with factors b8 and b7.
It is separable from the rest because it is connected in series with
the rest of the model. The polynomial order of the numerator is 5,
so the difference order of the SEHB without valve is 1.
The state space representation of the linear system without valve
dynamics is:
x˙ = A · x+ b ·∆y (3.64)
∆psupL = c · x (3.65)
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with
x =

∆pBAL
∆xBA
∆vBA
∆psupL
∆xsup
∆vsup

; A =

a1,1 0 a1,3 a1,4 0 0
0 0 a2,3 0 0 0
a3,1 a3,2 a3,3 0 0 0
a4,1 0 0 a4,4 0 a4,6
0 0 0 0 0 a5,6
0 a6,2 0 a6,4 a6,5 a6,6

b =

b1
0
0
b4
0
0

; c =
[
0 0 0 1 0 0
]
(3.66)
3.3 Analysis of pole configuration
The goal of this section is to determine the dominating dynamics of
the system. This allows further simplification of the model. Despite
the fact that for each subsystem time constants have been defined,
they cannot be compared with each other at this point. The influ-
ence of the subsystems on each other must also be considered. For
example a change of the actuator position of only 0.001 m results in
a change of the supporting pressure of 6.7 MPa.
Poles are the roots of the denominator of the transfer function. They
are also the eigenvalues of the system matrix A. The pole configura-
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tion of linear systems provides insight about dynamic characteristics,
namely the stability [Abe06]. Because of the principle of superposi-
tion, the step response h(t) of a linear time invariant system is the
sum of the step responses caused by each pole νk of the system. If
the system is of order n and has only single poles 6= 0 it can be
written:
h(t) = p0 +
n∑
k=1
pke
νkt (3.67)
The factor pk is constant if the eigenvalues are all single, as it is
often the case in real systems. If one of the poles νk is positive, it
is obvious that the step response becomes an unbounded function
of time. Often, as is the case for any spring-damper system, νk is
complex conjugate. This correlates to the oscillatory behavior of
these systems, since
cos(t) =
ejt + e−jt
2
(3.68)
However, if the real part of the conjugate complex pole pair is pos-
itive, the amplitude of the oscillation will increase exponential with
time. For <(ν) = 0 and =(ν) = 0 the system is integrating, for
<(ν) = 0 and =(ν) 6= 0 the oscillation is stabilized without damping
and will not decease. Fig. 3.9 illustrates the behavior of different
pole configurations. For each pole the graph shows the typical dy-
namic behavior.
To get the pole configuration of the linearized SEHB model, a poly-
nomial of the eighth order has to be solved. This is not possible
analytically. Inserting values for the parameters and the operating
points of the linearized flow factors a numerical solution can be com-
puted though. Table 3.1 lists values for parameters which stem
from the brake design of the SEHB prototype II.
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Figure 3.9: Effect of different pole configurations on system
behavior
Expression Value Unit Expression Value Unit
ABA 5.027·10−3 m2 dBA 1.0 Nsm
Asup 7.658·10−4 m2 dsup 1.0 Nsm
α 0.609 DV 0.7
CBAA 7.181·10−14 m
5
N KV 1.0
CBAB 4.373·10−14 m
5
N iL 2.045
ccal 1.5·107 Nm mBA 10.0 kg
Csup 1.644·10−13 m5N msup 12.0 kg
csBA 1.6·104 Nm µ 0.35
cssup 2.0·103 Nm ωV0 6.283·102 Rads
Table 3.1: Parameter values for SEHB
The operating point of linearization depends on the actual brake
force and the valve opening, Eq. 3.7. All system pressures can be
expressed as a function of the supporting pressure, [Fei87].
psup =
Fbrake
AsupiL
(3.69)
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pBAL =
Fbrake
ABA2µ
(3.70)
pBAB =
psup − α2pBAL
1 + α3
(3.71)
pBAA =
αpsup + pBAL
1 + α3
(3.72)
Using these relations, the transfer function can be expressed in de-
pendence on the brake force and the valve opening. Table 3.2 shows
the system pressures for three different brake forces. Inserting these
Fbrake [kN ] psup [bar] pBAA [bar] pBAB [bar]
2 12.77 8.70 10.98
4 25.54 17.40 21.96
6 38.31 26.09 32.94
Table 3.2: Pressure values for different operating points
values into the transfer function Eq. 3.63 and computing the poles
yields the pole configuration depicted in Fig. 3.10. The complex
conjugate poles of the valve νv1 = −439.8 1s + 448.7j and νv1 =
−439.8 1s−448.7j are constant. They are not displayed in the graphs.
Fig. 3.10 consists of four two-dimensional graphs. The left two graphs
show the system for negatively opened valve, the right side shows the
poles for positively opened valve. The upper graphs show the values
for real and imaginary part of the poles, while the lower graphs
are a side view on the upper diagrams, showing the varying valve
opening y0 on the y-axis. Different symbols for each pole or pole
pair allow the mapping of poles in the upper and lower diagram. The
legend explains which symbol belongs to which pole or pole pair. The
association has been identified by canceling one subsystem at a time
and looking which pole disappears. However, it should be pointed out
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Figure 3.10: Pole configuration for different operating points
that the poles are coupled to each other. This means that changing
the stiffness of, for example, the supporting cylinder affects also the
poles of the brake actuator as well as the poles associated with the
Newton equations of the pistons. Several general observations can
be made from Fig. 3.10.
Stability For negative opening of the valve all poles are in the left
half plane. The pole associated with the supporting pressure
(∗) is, however, very close to zero. This means that the overall
behavior is practically integrating. The behavior of the real
system is indeed integrating in the sense that the system will
not come to rest at a negative valve opening as long as there is
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brake pressure. As a matter of fact, in the real system the brake
force deceases at a negative valve opening until all pressures
are zero. But for the linearized system that is a change of the
operating point.
The right side shows the characteristics for positive valve open-
ing. The poles associated with the pressure dynamics of the
actuator (4) are in the right half plane, which means that the
system is instable. The pole associated with the pressure in the
supporting cylinder (∗) is also positive, but with a very small
value. The integrating behavior which leads to a constant rise
in the time domain is superimposed by the instable real pole
which results in an exponential rise of the brake force.
Influence of valve opening All poles increase in their absolute
values with increased valve opening. The valve is the bottle-
neck of the system. If it is closed, the flow factors VQpX become
zero. As a result, the change of pressure in one cylinder has no
effect on the other anymore.
Influence of brake force The arrows in the graph indicate, that
at higher brake forces all poles (except the valve’s) move to-
ward zero. This is interesting since one would expect that the
poles should move to higher absolute values, since the brake
dynamics are observed to be higher for higher brake forces. As
we will see in the next section, while the pole wanders to re-
gions of higher time constants, the dominance of that pole is
increasing resulting in a steeper slope of the step response.
3.3.1 Comparing dominance of poles
The Litz measure of dominance is a measure to compare the influence
of the eigenvalues of a linear system [Lit79], [Fo¨l94]. [Pie94] has
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applied this technique intensively on hydraulic systems. The basic
idea is to determine the factor for each eigenvalue νk on the output
variable that we are interested in. In our case this is the supporting
cylinder pressure, which is proportional to the brake force. The linear
system in state space representation is
x˙ = A x+ b u
psup = cTx (3.73)
with parameters given in Eq. 3.66. It is possible to find a transfor-
mation Matrix V with which the system representation is expressed
in the Jordan normal form, where all eigenvalues appear on the di-
agonal of the system matrix. We transform the state vector x
x = V z (3.74)
and yield
z˙ = V −1A V z + V −1b u
psup = cTV z (3.75)
for the transformed but equivalent system representation. It follows
from Eq. 3.67, that the step response for the system is
h(t) = p0 +
6∑
k=1
pke
νkt (3.76)
Since the overall step response to an excitation by the input signal
u is the sum of all subsystem’s step responses, the factor pk is a
measure for the dominance of each pole νk. It can be shown that pk
can be expressed as:
pk =
[
cTV
]
k
[
V −1b
]
k
νk
(3.77)
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Therefore the Litz measure of pole dominance Dk is defined as
Dk =
∣∣∣∣
[
cTV
]
k
[
V −1B
]
k
νk
∣∣∣∣ (3.78)
The SEHB system is a single input – single output system. There-
fore the input and output variables do not necessarily have to be
normalized to appropriate values. However, for the following results,
all variables were normalized. The values for normalization were
read from nonlinear simulation results for a braking with constant
positive valve opening.
∆psup,L = 2.97 bar ∆pBA,L = 1.47 bar xBA = 0.0488 mm
∆xsup = 0.620 mm ∆y = 100 % ∆u = 10 V
The graph in Fig. 3.11 shows the dominance measure for the six
eigenvalues for negative and positive valve opening at three different
supporting pressure levels. The complex conjugate eigenvalues are
each represented by just one value. One can see that the poles asso-
ciated with the pressure equations are significantly more dominant
than the poles of the Newton equations for both, negative and posi-
tive valve opening. It should be pointed out, that the Litz measure
of dominance mathematically does not make a difference between
instable and stable poles. It is clear, that instable poles are always
dominant.
Comparing the poles of the Newton equations, the supporting cylin-
der is more dominant. The reason is that the capacity associated
with the supporting cylinder Csup is parameterized higher due to the
influence of the hoses between supporting cylinder and valve block.
Summarizing the results, it seems to be sensible to simplify the dy-
namic system by crossing out the Newton equations. The simplified
linearized model will be derived in the next section.
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Figure 3.11: Pole dominance measure for different operating
points
3.4 Simplified linear model
The reason for neglecting the Newton equations of brake actuator
and supporting cylinder pistons has been derived analytically in the
previous section. One can also argue descriptively, that acceleration
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forces are not influential compared to the active forces because the
pistons of actuator and supporting cylinder are light-weight .
Deriving the system equation for the simplified linearized model is
analogous to the proceeding in section 3.2. After setting up the
dynamic equations of all subsystems, they are combined with the help
of the Laplace transformation. The only equations to be changed are
the dynamic equations of the pistons. The differential equation of the
mechanical compression of the brake actuator Eq. 3.32 is simplified
by setting all derivatives of the actuator position to zero:
0 = ABA∆pBAL − ccal∆xBA (3.79)
The supporting cylinder differential equation of movement Eq. 3.60
is simplified in the same way:
0 = −Asup∆psupL − cssup∆xsup +
2µ
iL
FN (3.80)
The linearization of the valve flow is given by Eq. 3.7. The valve
spool dynamics is given by Eq. 3.10. The pressure build-up equation
of the brake actuator is Eq. 3.23 for increasing brake force (Case
A) and Eq. 3.28 for decreasing brake force (Case B). The pressure
build-up of the supporting cylinder is Eq. 3.50 for increasing brake
force (Case A) and Eq. 3.55 for decreasing brake force (Case B).
The transfer function of the simplified linearized system without
valve is obtained by applying the Laplace transformation on the dif-
ferential equations Eqs. 3.23, 3.28, 3.79, 3.50, 3.55 and 3.80. Then
the equations can be combined to eliminate all variables except for
input L(∆y) and output L(∆psupl). The initial values of the Laplace
transformed variables can be set to zero. The open loop system has
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four poles: Two for the valve and two for the hydraulic-mechanic sys-
tem. The transfer function of the hydraulic mechanic system yields:
L(∆psupl)
L(∆y) =
a1s+ a0s
b2s2 + b1s+ b0
(3.81)
with a1, a0, b2, b1, b0 for positive valve opening:
a1 = VsupHCBAACsup(1 + α
3)
[−Ksupy iLcssup(d1 + d2) +
+ 2ccalKsupvµABAVBAHKy
]
(3.82)
a0 = −VsupHCBAAcssupccaliL
[
CsupKsupy(1 + α
3) +
+ VQpBAAVBAHKy
]
(3.83)
b2 = iLCBAACsup(1 + α
3)(d1 + d2)(d3 + d4) (3.84)
b1 = iLCBAACsup(1 + α
3)((d1 + d2)cssup + (d3 + d4)ccal)−
− 2VsupHccalKsupvµABAVBAHVQpBAA (1 + α3) (3.85)
b0 = iLcssupccal
[
CBAACsup(1 + α
3)−
− VsupHVBAHV 2QpBAA
]
(3.86)
and for negative valve opening:
a1 = VsupHCBABCsup(1 + α
3)
[−Ksupy iLcssup(d1 + d2) +
+ 2ccalKsupvµABAVBAHKy
]
(3.87)
a0 = −VsupHCBABcssupccaliL
[
CsupKsupy(1 + α
3) +
+ α2VQpBABVBAHKy
]
(3.88)
b2 = iLCBABCsup(1 + α
3)(d1 + d2)(d3 + d4) (3.89)
b1 = iLCBABCsup(1 + α
3)
[
(d1 + d2)cssup + (d3 + d4)ccal
]−
− 2CsupVsupHccalKsupvµABAVBAHαVQpBAB (1 + α3)(3.90)
b0 = iLcssupccal
[
CBABCsup(1 + α
3)−
− α3VsupHVBAHV 2QpBAB
]
(3.91)
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with d1, d2, d3, d4 defined as:
d1 = ccalTBAH (3.92)
d2 = VBAHKvBAABA (3.93)
d3 = cssupTsupH (3.94)
d4 = VsupHKsupvAsup (3.95)
(3.96)
The signal flow diagram of the simplified linear SEHB model is shown
in Fig. 3.12. By combining gain elements in Fig. 3.12, a condensed
structure of the simplified system is depicted in Fig. 3.13. It shows
that the system actually has only one feed-back loop going through a
PPT1 element and a first order lag element PT1. The PPT1 element
consists of a PT1 element and a parallel direct feed-through. The
DT1 element is the combination of pressure build-up of the brake
actuator (PT1) and direct feed-through representing the mechanical
link between pressure build-up in actuator and supporting cylinder.
The pressure build-up of the supporting cylinder is represented by the
subsequent PT1 element. The outer loop from supporting pressure to
pressure build-up of brake actuator causes the self-(de)energization
process, which was statically described by Fig. 2.2.
Most of the parameters of the open loop system are constant. Only
a few are state dependent:
• Supporting pressure psup
• Friction coefficient µ
• Transmission factor iL
It is important for the control synthesis to take these factors into
account. The supporting pressure range is naturally very wide, since
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Figure 3.12: Complete signal flow diagram for increasing and
decreasing brake force
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Figure 3.13: Structure of simplified linear system
it is directly connected to the brake force, which is the control vari-
able. The friction coefficient varies typically between 0.3 to 0.4 but
can also reach values below 0.15 and above 0.5. It can be calcu-
lated using the pressure signals. The mechanical transmission factor
varies with the caliper movement, because the angle between the axis
of the supporting cylinder and the axis which goes through the center
point of caliper rotation and brake force impact point changes. If the
caliper movement is measured or estimated, this effect can be taken
into account. Using a radial guidance as for the prototypes discussed
later in this thesis, the effect of a changing iL is small compared to
the effect of changing psup or µ.
3.4.1 Analysis of pole configuration
Since the dynamic elements in Fig. 3.13 are in series, both poles of the
hydraulic-mechanic systems must either be positive or negative. It is
not possible that only one pole is positive, while the other is negative.
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This is interesting, since it was not apparent from the original flow
scheme in Fig. 3.7 and Fig. 3.8. The denominator roots of the transfer
function Eq. 3.81, the poles, can be calculated analytically:
0 = b2s2 + b1s+ b0
⇔ s1;2 = − b12b2 ±
√( b1
2b2
)2
− b0
b2
(3.97)
Using the pressure relations Eq. 3.69 – 3.72, the poles of this system
can be represented analytically dependent on the operating point,
defined by brake force and valve opening. Fig. 3.14 plots the real
value of the pole on the z-axis against valve opening and brake force
on the basis of the parameter values given in table 3.1.
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Figure 3.14: Dependency of location of (real) poles (s1, s2)
on valve opening and brake force
As expected, the poles are similar to the complex linearized model in
Fig. 3.10. Both poles are real and positive for positive valve opening
and negative for negative valve opening. One of the poles is very
close to zero. In section 2.3, Eq. 2.21 describes the condition for self-
energization. If the factor q = 2ABAµiLAsup is > 1, self-energization occurs.
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This criterion must somehow be contained in Eq. 3.97, but it is not
possible to simply extract it. The value for q on the basis of table 3.1
is q = 6.42µ. This means that at µ > 0.156 self-energization occurs.
Fig. 3.15 shows the pole locations for Fbrake = 2000 N and y0 = 1
in dependence on the friction coefficient.
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Figure 3.15: Dependence of (real) pole values s1, s2 on µ
Eq. 3.97 delivers real values for s1 and s2 except for a small region
0.131 < µ < 0.158, where they become complex. This means that the
dynamics of self-energization is definitely instable and non-oscillating
for higher friction coefficients µ > 0.158 because the poles are real
positive. The dynamics of self-energization is monotonous rising
with rising friction coefficient. The criterion of self-energization (µ =
0.156) lies in the area, where the open loop poles are complex. This
means that at µ < 0.158 brake oscillations should be expected. This
is an important result to estimate the risk of brake oscillations at
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low friction coefficients. Lower friction coefficients are technically
not relevant, but one can see that the open loop system becomes
stable because the poles s1 and s2 are real negative.
3.5 Closed loop dynamics
The previous sections mathematically derived and analyzed the open
loop system. The results show the open loop instability for positive
valve opening. This section analyzes the closed loop dynamics using
the simplified model with a second order lag dynamics of the valve
and a proportional feedback. The obtained system is of the fourth
order.
The focus is on the question, how the proportional gain has to be
adapted to the system state to guarantee stability. The friction co-
efficient µ is uncertain and changes during operation. Also the op-
erating point (brake force and valve opening) varies widely during
braking. The goal is to find a functional relation of the optimum
proportional gain dependent on the actual brake force and friction
coefficient. Unfortunately, the system poles cannot be calculated
analytically. However, the pole diagram gives some insight about
the influence of controller gain and changes of operating point on
the system’s stability. Fig. 3.16 shows the pole configuration for
positive valve opening (increasing brake force) in dependence on the
controller gain. The diagram is drawn for a brake force of 2000 N
and full opening of the valve.
The upper diagram (top view) shows real and imaginary part of the
poles. The arrows indicate the movement of poles due to a growing
controller gain. The lower diagram (side view) shows the movement
of the real part dependent on controller gain. The two poles of the
valve are easily identified. They are conjugate complex and move
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Figure 3.16: Pole movement due to change of controller gain
(positive valve opening)
toward the right half plane for increasing controller gain, which they
reach for a controller gain of KV = 1.5 ·10−5 m2N . The controller gain
transforms the pressure signal into a control output, the valve input
signal u. The valve is fully opened for a control output u = 1.
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The angle β between pole vector and real axis is a measure for the
pole damping D = cosβ, Fig. 3.17. For a damping of D < 1√
2
≈
0.71 the step response is aperiodic, [Abe06]. Smaller damping in-
Re
Im
â
ù0ùeigen
Figure 3.17: Characteristic values of complex conjugate poles
evitably leads to oscillation. The valve has been parameterized with
a characteristic frequency of feigen = ω02pi
√
1−D2 = 55 Hz and a
damping of 0.7. Fig. 3.16 delivers the important result, that oscil-
lation is to be expected for this system for any gain. None of the
valve poles is within the 45◦-line which marks the aperiodic case.
This leads to the conclusion that for SEHB, the valve damping is
more crucial than its characteristic frequency.
The two pressure poles have no imaginary part for most controller
gains. One of them tends hard to the left, the other seems to remain
around zero for increasing gain. Fig. 3.18 is a more detailed view of
the boxed area in Fig. 3.16. For very low controller gain, some poles
are complex conjugate. One can also see that there is a lower limit
for the controller gain at KV = 1.28 · 10−7 m2N . Below KV = 1.28 ·
10−7 m
2
N the system has conjugate complex instable poles. For values
1.28 · 10−7 m2N < KV < 1.41 · 10−7 m
2
N the system is theoretically
oscillatory stable but also very slow. After both poles meet, they
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Figure 3.18: Detail of Fig. 3.16 showing pressure poles for
small controller gains
leave in opposite directions. The pole leaving to the right potentially
destabilizes the system but it does not cause oscillations like the valve
poles.
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One might expect that the controller gain for positive valve opening is
also satisfactory for negative valve opening. But actually the system
dynamics is faster for decreasing brake force. The pole wandering
is plotted in Fig. 3.19. for the same operating point and range of
control gain as in Fig. 3.16 but negative valve opening.
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Figure 3.19: Pole movement due to change of controller gain
(negative valve opening)
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Both cases, positive and negative valve opening, lead to similar pole
configurations. An important difference is that the valve poles of
Fig. 3.19 are slightly more distant from the 45◦-degree line. This
means that their damping is lower and oscillation is higher. The
conclusion is that the maximum gain is limited by the closed loop
dynamics for negative valve opening.
3.6 Adaptive proportional control
According to the results of the previous sections, the controller gain
must be adapted to system state parameters. The main factors are
those which directly influence the dynamics of self-energization. The
conclusion of section 3.4 is that of the state dependent parameters,
the actual brake force and friction coefficient should be taken into
account. If the mechanical transmission factor iL is state dependent
it should be taken into account as well.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the adaptive control and for veri-
fication of the results of this chapter, this section presents simulation
results of a simplified nonlinear hydraulic system simulation using
adaptive proportional gain.
The scheme in Fig. 3.20 represents the nonlinear model for system
simulation in DSHplus. The model is parameterized with the values
of table 3.1 except for the valve damping, which is set to DV = 0.8.
The springs are included in the cylinder models. Internal friction in
the cylinders is set to zero for the purpose of demonstration. With
friction in the cylinders, the system has less tendency to oscillate.
The pressure lines model the capacity according to their volume com-
bined with a state dependent correction of the bulk modulus.
The linearized model can be utilized to find parameters to adapt to
the changing system dynamics. The brake force should not overshoot
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Figure 3.20: Simplified simulation scheme for nonlinear
system simulation in DSHplus
or vibrate in closed loop control. Therefore a criterion for calculating
the controller gain could be to set the damping of the valve poles to
0.7. As explained in the previous section, to achieve this the open
loop valve poles have to have a damping greater than 0.7. The open
loop valve damping coefficient therefore is defined as DV = 0.8 for
calculating the controller map. The controller map is parameterized
according to Fig. 3.21. Two curves have been identified for different
control design criteria D1 = 0.7 and D2 = 0.55.
Fig. 3.22 shows the simulation results for step responses from 1
to 12 kN using the controller maps of Fig. 3.21. As expected, the
simulation using a controller map for D1 = 0.7 shows no overshoot
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Figure 3.22: Simulation results using adaptive proportional
control
or oscillation. The control performance using the controller map
for D2 = 0.55 is, however, not acceptable. This example illustrates
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the importance of adapting the proportional gain. The compromise
in control performance is huge if only a constant feedback gain is
parameterized for the whole operating range. The linearized model
can be used to calculate the controller map. Because of cylinder
friction which has a damping effect in the real process, the obtained
map represents a lower boundary for the control gain of the real
system. The real control gain can be greater by a factor which has
to be proved in experiments.
Chapter 4
Hydraulic-mechanical
design of SEHB
All design requirements of the self-energizing brake have to be ful-
filled by the hydraulic-mechanical design. This encompasses opera-
tional safety, dynamics and control performance and comfort as well
as energy efficiency. This chapter discusses the main design require-
ments and basic design rules.
The following section 4.1 discusses design requirements for SEHB
which are partly in conflict.
It is often difficult to distinguish between mechanical and hydraulic
design because it is clear that every hydraulic component is also
designed mechanically. Since the force transmission and control is
done by hydraulic elements, the hydraulic design is derived more or
less directly from functional requirements. The aim of section 4.2
is to give simple calculation formulas which are related to the brake
functionality. In contrast, most of the mechanical design depends on
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operating conditions, installation space and on experience with cer-
tain mechanical elements like bearings, slider-mechanism etc. in the
specific field of application. Section 4.3 systematically discusses dif-
ferent solutions for major aspects of the mechanical design. Fig. 4.1
gives an overview of the major hydraulic and mechanical design ele-
ments which are explained in the following pages.
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Figure 4.1: Hydraulic and mechanical aspects of SEHB
4.1 Design requirements
Some design goals of SEHB concern basic requirements that every
brake should fulfill. Other design goals concern boundary conditions
of the target application.
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4.1.1 General design requirements
General requirements are:
• Safe operation at a low friction coefficient
• Good controllability
• Energy efficiency
• High dynamics
• Compact design
In most cases a brake is safety relevant. To assure safe operation for
all circumstances e.g. icy or wet disks and brake pads, the SEHB
should be designed for friction coefficients down to 0.1. Of course, the
development of friction materials aims to achieve a constant friction
coefficient over wide operating conditions. One reason is because
the wheel slide control algorithms depend on a predictable brake
behavior. Therefore regulations are quite strong for friction material
to maintain a constant average friction coefficient [uic04].
Controllability is guaranteed by a robust input-output behavior of
the brake. The brake should deliver smooth and predictable deceler-
ation momentum and it should not lock up unexpectedly. The brake
dynamics are analyzed theoretically in chapter 3 and is demonstrated
in experiment in chapter 6. To enhance the controllability, special
attention has to be given on the valve concept in see chapter 5.
Energy efficiency has been a major motivation for developing the
SEHB. Electric energy is only needed for the control unit and to
drive the solenoids of the control valve(s). To power the brake, the
vehicle’s kinetic and potential energy is extracted from the braking
process by the supporting cylinder. The stiffness of the hydraulic
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and mechanical system is responsible for the energy consumption to
achieve a certain brake force. The higher the stiffness, the less volume
is needed to produce the desired brake force. But this is a design con-
flict between efficiency and controllability because a higher stiffness
also results in faster pressure build-up. The valves must be designed
appropriately concerning nominal flow and dynamics to control very
small flows. Changes of brake disk thickness and shape due to ir-
regular temperature and wear distribution lead to higher brake force
vibration, which reduces the brake comfort. Fig. 4.2 depicts this de-
sign conflict. Although dynamics may be less with increased comfort
hydraulic-
mechanical
stiffness
comfort,
stability
dynamics,
efficiency
Figure 4.2: Design conflict between pressure efficiency and
brake comfort
and stability, the reader should be reminded, that high dynamics is a
relative term. Train brakes, which are conventionally air brakes, have
comparatively low stiffness and dynamics but yet enough for more
or less efficient wheel-slip control. The SEHB has higher dynamics
due to the stiffness of the pressure fluid.
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Compact design is always relevant, especially for mobile machines,
where the space is needed for people or transportation of goods and
additional weight leads to less efficient service. The SEHB can be
designed to be lightweight compared to conventional train brakes
because it does not require a power pack and pressure lines through
the whole train. Its reservoirs are small compared to the ones used
presently.
4.1.2 Application specific design requirements
The SEHB was first developed for a train application. Besides the
general requirements, some special requirements have to be met by
a train brake:
• Fail-closed concept
• Inexhaustibility of brake power
• Active setting of clearance
• Wheel slide control
• Parking brake
• Rough environmental conditions / impact-endurance
• Load adaptation of safety brake
The SEHB concept is able to address all of the above requirements.
The fail-closed concept, as already mentioned above, is realized by
spring centered fail-safe positions of the valves. The inexhaustibil-
ity is important for train brakes since the air compressor is mostly
centralized in the locomotive. According to the regulations, pneu-
matic brakes meet the requirement of inexhaustibility, when enough
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air is stored in decentralized reservoirs to fully compress and release
the brake 5 times. Translated directly into the SEHB concept, the
supporting cylinder needs to have enough stroke to supply for 5 brak-
ings. This has been the objective of the SEHB design so far, but it
disregards the fact that energy supply of the SEHB is not centralized
in the first place. Each caliper has its own power supply. The danger
of a single failure that affects all brakes’ supply like a separation of
train cars, which cuts the main pressure line of an air brake system,
does not exist. The advantage of SEHB is that it fundamentally is
inexhaustible. More about this aspect can be read in [LS07].
The active setting of 1 mm brake clearance on each side prevents
contact between brake pads and disk which could lead to heating up
and glazing of the brake pads. Conventionally the brake is hinged on
levers attached to the bogie which gives additional axial flexibility.
This is needed because the brake disk is fixed on the axle and side
impacts cause axial displacement. The active clearance also avoids
tolerance conflicts.
Wheel slide control systems are important for trains because they
guarantee the specified braking distances, which determine the pos-
sible capacity utilization of tracks. Conventionally the wheel slide
control unit is separate from the brake control unit with a special
approved control implementation and separate valves. It is possible
to develop analogous concepts for the SEHB, although it would be
much more convenient to use an adaptation of the set-value for wheel
slip control.
Load adaptation is also needed for the safety brake to guarantee
braking distances. A fully loaded train needs more deceleration force
than an empty train. An idea for a mechanical acting load adaptation
in combination with hydro-mechanical control of the deceleration
force instead of electrical control is presented in [LS07, SLS06a].
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Parking brakes must safely halt the vehicle for an indefinite time. If
the vehicle stands on a slope, the self-energization is able to lock the
wheel. The sealings of the supporting cylinder may however be the
weak point as well as any internal leakage. If the supporting cylinder
reaches its end position, the brake force will cease. One solution for
the parking brake is to design the spring in the brake actuator to
be strong enough to function as a parking brake. Another solution
explained in [LS07] is to use seat type valves to connect a brake
pressure accumulator tightly to both sides of the brake actuator,
[SLS06b].
The rough environmental conditions require an appropriate mechan-
ical design, which has not yet been considered in this phase of re-
search.
4.2 Hydraulics
The functionality of SEHB is realized by the hydraulic-mechanical
scheme depicted in Fig. 2.9. The basic hydraulic components in-
cluded in this scheme are:
• supporting cylinder
• brake actuator
• control valve (may be composed of several valves)
• two suction check valves
• two high pressure check valves
• high pressure accumulator
• reservoir
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The following subsections are a guideline for the design of these com-
ponents.
4.2.1 Cylinders
The precondition for self-energization is that the supporting pressure
generated by a braking force exceeds the pressure which is needed
to cause this braking force. Mathematically this precondition is ex-
pressed by q > 1, with q being the ratio between added pressure
force component Finc and brake force Fbrake, see Eq. 2.3. Factor q
has been derived for an ideal SEHB without friction in Eq. 2.24. The
precondition then is:
2ABAµmin
iLAsup
> 1 (4.1)
Spring forces and piston friction, however, have a significant influ-
ence on the precondition of self-energization especially at low brake
forces. The spring force of the initialization spring in the actua-
tor FsBA initiates and supports the self-energization. The force of
the retraction spring Fssup and all friction forces FfBA , Ffsup oppose
this process. Including these forces into the ratio q between added
pressure force component Finc and brake force Fbrake yields:
q =
Finc
Fbrake
=
2µmin(psupABA + FsBA − FfBA)
iL(psupAsup + Fssup + Ffsup)
(4.2)
This equation shows that at low brake forces the initialization spring
has to be strong enough to overcome the friction forces. To be able
to start the process of self-energization, the initialization spring has
to apply a force of
FsBA =
iL(Fssup + Ffsup)
2µmin
+ FfBA (4.3)
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4.2.2 Valves
The central valve of SEHB is the control valve. The control valve
must be very tight in the closed position. In case of lifted brake
pads, the piston ring side is pressurized by the initialization spring.
Leakage leads to a movement of the pads onto the brake disk. In
case of braking, leakage from the high pressure side to the reservoir
empties the supporting cylinder faster, which must also be avoided.
As has been shown in chapter 3, the closed loop gain is brake force
dependent. To achieve high dynamics for low brake forces, a high
flow gain is desired. As the brake dynamics exponentially increase
for higher brake forces, a low flow gain is needed. Since no character-
istic dynamic value for the brake has already been defined, it is not
yet possible to quantify the needed flow gain dependent of the actual
brake force. The valve should ideally have a high proportional reso-
lution to avoid pressure steps. A relation between a minimum valve
opening and the resulting minimum pressure step has been derived
in [LSM08].
The suction and the high pressure check valve are combined to re-
alize the function of a hydraulic rectifier. The suction valves should
be chosen to be large enough to avoid cavitation. During braking,
especially in the beginning when the high pressure accumulator is
charged, the supporting cylinder moves a short distance but quickly.
The pressure drop across the suction check valves can cause cavi-
tation which may damage the valve’s seat. Also, pressures below
atmospheric pressure in the supporting cylinder may lead to suction
of air through the piston
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4.2.3 Accumulators
During the beginning of a braking the high pressure accumulator
stores the energy needed for retraction of the brake actuator. The
clearance is 1 mm on each side, so the volume needed for retraction
Vacc is:
Vacc = αABA · 2 mm (4.4)
The pressure level at which this volume must be provided, depends
on the initialization spring force FsBA , the friction force FfBA and the
pressure drop over the valve, which depends on the desired retraction
velocity.
The low pressure reservoir provides the differential volume of the
brake actuator. It can be pressurized with a small pressure to avoid
too low values of the oil bulk modulus especially at low brake forces.
A pressurized reservoir also reduces the risk of sucking air through
the piston rod sealing of the low pressure side of the supporting
cylinder.
4.3 Mechanics
This section focuses on aspects of the mechanical implementation
of the SEHB for a specific application. In the following sections,
structural alternatives of different aspects of the mechanical design
of SEHB will be discussed for the following parameters:
1. Brake actuator type
• Fixed caliper or pin slide caliper
• Retraction of brake pad passive or active
2. Actuator guidance
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• Radial support: exact circular guidance
• Linear support: shifting friction radius
• Curve approximation / guidance mechanism
3. Supporting cylinder
• Double rod cylinder
• Differential cylinder
• Arrangements of 2 independent plungers
• Integrated design of 2 plungers
• Rotary actuator
4. Supporting cylinder arrangement
• Alignment of supporting cylinder on vector of brake force
• Mounting orientation of supporting cylinder
4.3.1 Brake actuator
Two major types of brake actuators can be distinguished: the fixed
and the pin-slide caliper, Fig. 4.3. The brake disk (3) is axially
fixed. The caliper (4) encompasses the bake actuator(s) (2) and
applies the compressive forces. While the brake pads (1) are thrusted
forward by the brake actuator(s), they are laterally supported in the
bracket (5). In the case of the fixed caliper (left in Fig. 4.3), two
separate hydraulic plungers with equal piston areas thrust the brake
pads from both sides. In this case the bracket guiding the brake pads
and the plungers are integrated into one part. Another solution is the
pin-slide caliper(right in Fig. 4.3). In this case bracket and caliper
are separated. The bracket is connected to the bogie structure. It is
responsible for laterally guiding the pads and conducting the brake
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Figure 4.3: Fixed and pin-slide caliper brake
force into the fixed structure. The caliper is guided on pin-slides
which are connected to the bracket. Only on one side it features
an actuator. When the actuator is pressurized, it pushes both pads
symmetrically onto the brake disk, while it centers itself on the brake
disk sliding on the pins.
One advantage of a fixed caliper is that it has no moving parts ex-
cept the pistons. The hydraulic connection can be stiff piping instead
of flexible hose. With the concept of SEHB, however, during brak-
ing there is always movement between brake actuator and pressure
source. Advantages of a pin-slide caliper over a fixed caliper are:
• Reduced installation space
• Reduced weight
• Less external sealings
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• Only one contact surface between piston and brake pad reduces
heat transfer into fluid
The retraction of the brake piston is necessary to lift the brake pads
off the disk. In many brake designs the retraction is realized pas-
sively. The slight unevenness of the disk pushes back the brake piston
while at the same time it is pulled by the elasticity of the sealing or
an extra spring. The gap between the pads and disk of conventional
automobile brakes is typically 40 − 60 µm. For trains it is common
practice to have a gap of 2−3mm, which is guaranteed by prestressed
springs. The reason for the large gap of train brakes is that there
is no stiff connection between caliper and wheelset. The brake pads
are hanging on links mounted to the bogie which can move vertically
or tilt in relation to the wheelset. To prevent frequent or permanent
contact between brake pads and disk, which can lead to glazing of
the brake lining, the gap is set to a higher value. Therefore active
retraction is needed. For the SEHB this can be done by using the
pressurized fluid in the high pressure accumulator from the previous
braking. Fig. 4.4 shows the difference between passive and active
retraction of the brake piston.
4.3.2 Actuator guidance
A unique characteristic of SEHB is the brake pad movement in di-
rection of the brake force, producing the necessary hydraulic power
in the supporting cylinder, which in turn is used for brake actuation.
This movement must be guided in some way to avoid an overlap of
the brake pads beyond the disk. While it may be appropriate in
some applications to allow small overlap, an exact or approximated
circular guidance is certainly required in most cases. Two options to
realize this guidance are depicted in Fig. 4.5
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Figure 4.4: Passive and active retraction of single and double
acting cylinder
The most obvious way to realize circular guidance is to connect the
caliper with a radial bearing to the brake shaft, as shown in the
Fig. 4.5 a). The radial bearing appears to be simple at first, but
it has some significant disadvantages. First, it produces loss in the
drive train. Moreover, it must be designed to be replaceable. In
applications where it cannot be mounted on one of the axletree’s
ends, it needs to be made of two separable parts. The shaft radius of a
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Figure 4.5: Circular guidance through radial bearing (a) or
slider (b)
train’s wheelset is typically around 180 mm, while for the purpose of
the bearing 40mm would be sufficient. The attachment of the caliper
to the wheelset is contrary to today’s service procedures. Before
changing the wheelset, the brake would have to be disconnected from
the shaft. Therefore alternative solutions for circular guidance are
necessary. The Fig. 4.5 b) depicts a solution using a slider guided
in a circular groove. The suitability of this solution in the rough
environmental conditions that a bogie is exposed to is questionable.
A third solution using only simple joints is the application of a Watt-
I 6 link mechanism, [KPC07]. The basic scheme of a Watt-I linkage,
where the first beam (0;6) is fixed, is shown in Fig. 4.6.
The solution for radial guidance of lever (4) around a point (P0)
on the line through part (0;6) develops as explained in the following:
With part (1) and (3) being straight beams crossing each other in the
middle and levers (2), (4) and (5) each half as long as the beams (1)
and (3), lever (4) is guided as if rotating around point (P0), which is
the intersection of (0) and (5). This mechanism is applied on SEHB
in Fig. 4.7. The advantage of this 6 link mechanism is, that no
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Figure 4.6: Watt-I linkage
machine parts have to be near (P0). The brake can be completely
mounted to the bogie.
4.3.3 Supporting cylinder type
The supporting cylinder design has significant influence on the instal-
lation space. Fig. 4.8 provides an overview of possible configurations
for different supporting cylinder types.
To facilitate bi-directional braking, both a double rod or a differen-
tial cylinder come into question, see solution (1) to (4) in Fig. 4.8.
However, one requirement of brakes for trains is that the braking
effect is independent of the vehicle’s direction of motion. Therefore,
the supporting cylinder must have equal piston areas.
The double acting cylinder can be divided into two plungers as shown
in solution (5) – (13). Using plungers offers greater design flexibility,
which can be useful when aiming on large scale integration. Plungers
are also cost-efficient for mass production. Another advantage is that
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Figure 4.7: Circular guidance of the caliper by a 6 link
mechanism
the diameter of a plunger compared to a double rod cylinder with the
same piston area is much smaller. Arrangements (11) – (13) should
be especially highlighted. Here, the plungers are loosely connected to
the caliper. They can be pushed only in one direction of actuation.
This means that during braking only one plunger is pressurized while
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Figure 4.8: Configurations using single or double rod
cylinders
the other is limited in its end position. This allows to connect both
plungers directly to each other, [SL08]. In all other solutions, where
the supporting chambers are kinematically bound, the pressurized
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chamber has to be separated by check valves from the low pressure
chamber, Fig. 2.9. These check valves can be avoided with solutions
(11) – (13). Also to initialize the supporting cylinder, in all other
solutions a switching valve is needed to bridge the check valves. The
supporting cylinder can only move into its center position when both
chambers are connected. This switching valve is no longer needed
when both plungers are directly connected.
A very interesting solution is the synchronizing single rod cylinder
as shown in (14). It looks like a differential cylinder but features two
equal piston areas. Pressurizing chamber A leads to a pushing force.
Pressurizing the ring area in chamber B leads to a pulling force. This
design has significant advantages. It is very compact in length and
not much wider than the double rod cylinder. Spherical joints can
be mounted on both ends. A drawback from a production viewpoint
is that it requires small tolerances. The cylinders have to fit very
well into each other.
To complete the systematics of supporting cylinder arrangements, ro-
tary actuators (15) and (16) can be used to support the brake force.
At first glance they may facilitate very compact solutions, allowing
large scale integration. However, one difficulty is the increased fric-
tion compared to a conventional cylinder.
4.3.4 Supporting cylinder arrangement
The arrangement of the supporting cylinder is a central aspect of
the design of SEHB. This section discusses the geometric orientation
and the cylinder types that can be used.
• Alignment of supporting cylinder on the vector of the brake
force
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– Pivot point in or adjacent to the brake surface
– Axis of supporting cylinder in line with or placed in par-
allel to the vector of brake force
• Mounting orientation of supporting cylinder
– Piston rod attached to brake actuator (cylinder fixed)
– Cylinder attached to brake actuator (piston rod fixed)
Alignment
A support of the brake force by the supporting cylinder with a ver-
tical or horizontal displacement leads to stress in the parts between
the brake bracket, which holds the brake pads and its links to the
wheelset and bogie. This fact is illustrated in Fig. 4.9. The brake
Brakesupport in line
with brake force
Within brake radius
Beyond brake radius
Opposite brake radius
Brake support adjacent
to brake disk
Brake support in-plain
with brake disk
Mbrake
Figure 4.9: Point of application of supporting and brake force
force vector lies in the center of the brake disk tangential to the
friction radius. By principle, the supporting cylinder carries only
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an axial load. Therefore, a vertical displacement between the sup-
porting cylinder and the brake force (see left side in Fig. 4.9) leads
to a bending moment in the bracket, which is compensated by ad-
ditional bearing forces in the joints connecting the bracket to the
wheelset and the supporting cylinder. Also flexing stress is caused
in the bracket. Both necessitates stronger links and components. A
horizontal displacement (right side in Fig. 4.9) adds another bending
moment in vertical direction.
The attachment of the supporting cylinder(s) directly onto the guid-
ing bracket of the brake pads would be ideal to minimize flexing
stress in the brake.
Mounting orientation
The supporting cylinder should carry only axial forces since lateral
forces increase the friction force of the cylinder and cause wear of the
guide sleeves. The easiest way to eliminate transverse forces is the
use of spherical joints, which can be mounted on the piston rod ends
but not on the cylinder. The differential cylinder offers the possibility
to be fixed by two spherical joints, one mounted to the piston rod and
the other to the bottom end of the cylinder. The double rod cylinder
is normally mounted over two linkage stubs attached to both sides of
the cylinder. They allow a one-dimensional tilting only and have to
be aligned precisely to prevent transverse forces. For the generation
of the supporting pressure, it does not make a difference whether the
piston rod is attached to the caliper and the cylinder to the bogie
or the opposite way. For the mechanical design it makes a difference
because the piston rod end and the spherical joint are much smaller
than the cylinder. Advantages resulting from the attachment of the
cylinder to the caliper are:
• Integrated design possible of supporting cylinder and caliper
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• Single serviceable unit
• Simple mechanical connection to bogie
• No hydraulic lines between bogie and caliper
Advantages resulting from the attachment of the piston rod to the
caliper are (see upper right of Fig. 4.8):
• Compact caliper
• Hydraulic valves mounted on cylinder are shock protected
• Reduced unsprung mass
• Connection of supporting cylinder to bracket within brake ra-
dius less complex
Chapter 5
Valve configurations for
pressure control
5.1 Valve arrangements
The basic task of the valve control of SEHB is the control of the
pressure difference at the supporting cylinder. It is often stated that
spool type valves with some negative overlap of control edges are
best suited to achieve fast, smooth and precise control performance
[Mur08]. Negative overlap of control edges leads to a smooth tran-
sition from the connection of the control port to the pressure source
over to the tank. But it also leads to leakage between the pressure
source and the tank. Even precisely lapped spool type valves always
exhibit leakage in the closed center position due to the radial clear-
ance between spool and sleeve. With a maximum volume of 38 ml in
each chamber of the supporting cylinder used as the pressure source
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of the SEHB prototypes, valves which allow leakage cannot be used.
Therefore seat-type valves are preferred for use in SEHB.
Most commercially available seat-type valves are switching valves.
Switching valves have no point of equilibrium for the armature be-
tween the open and closed position. The magnetic force on the ar-
mature rises exponentially with the closing gap. This leads to an
optimized switching time and low energy consumption for holding
the armature after switching. For some applications, solenoids have
been developed which have a continuous current-opening character-
istic. This is achieved by shaping the armature in such a way that
the gradient of the magnetic force due to change of the armature
position is low in the operating point. Seat-type valves, however,
have the disadvantage that in closed position a pressure difference
between its ports result in a force on the actuation element if the
design is not pressure compensated. The pressure force on the actu-
ation element is a state dependent disturbance on the valve opening
control because the solenoid current - valve opening characteristic is
shifted. To be able to use these valves in closed loop control, pressure
and/or position sensors in combination with a strong actuation to
compensate pressure forces are needed.
The basic functional scheme of SEHB with a differential cylinder
as brake actuator introduced in Chapter 2.4 uses a 4/3-way valve as
control element between high and low pressure lines and both sides of
the brake actuator. The zero overlapped 4/3 way valve couples four
hydraulic resistances in a fixed way. As shown in Fig. 5.1, different
alternative arrangements of multiple valves can replace that 4/3-way
control valve. The four coupled control edges in the 4/3 way valve
can be distributed on two 3/2 way valves or four 2/2 way valves.
Another option is to connect the ring side of the actuator with high
pressure and to control only the pressure on the piston face side, also
known as A+E-control [Mur08]. For full versatility and maximum
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fullsymmetric bridge (A+A) asymmetric bridge (A+E)
1 DOF
2 DOF
4 DOF
Figure 5.1: Degrees of Freedom (DOF) of different valve
arrangements
dynamics the combination of four 2/2 way valves is chosen for the
SEHB prototype.
5.2 Fast switching 2/2-valves
Fast switching seat-type valves have some advantages and some dis-
advantages compared to proportional spool type valves. Their tight-
ness in the closed position and comparatively low costs make them
ideal for use in SEHB. A drawback is that the abrupt switching causes
pressure steps and oscillation. Every opening of the valve leads to a
definite amount of volume transport which leads to a definite pres-
sure rise in the controlled volume. The valve flow as a response to a
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reference pulse can be characterized by 6 phases (V1−V6), as shown
in Fig. 5.2, [Wen96].
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Figure 5.2: Characteristic flow response to a pulse input,
[Wen96]
1. The solenoid current builds up during the dead time of valve
engagement but is too low to pull the armature against the
spring force.
2. The armature is pulled up opening the valve until it hits the
upper end.
3. The valve is fully opened. The magnetic flux further builds up
until saturation is reached.
4. The magnetic flux dissipates when the supply voltage is cut
off and the solenoid is hot-wired over a flyback diode and a
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shunt. This continues until magnetic force and spring force are
in balance.
5. Magnetic force drops below the spring force. The valve closes
until the valve seat is tightly closed.
6. The solenoid current further drops, while the armature is pressed
into its seat until the spring force is fully effective.
The following section 5.2.1 provides an overview about literature on
hydraulic (pressure) control using switching valves.
5.2.1 Pressure control using fast switching valves
Pressure control using (fast) switching valves is not a common prac-
tice for stiff systems. It is widely used in pneumatics though, where
compressibility is higher. In hydraulic systems, the discontinuous
flow results in a sudden pressure step, which is able to excite higher
order dynamics in the structure. Since the 1970’s several studies have
been made for the use of switching valves to substitute proportional
or servo-valves. There have been three main motives for this:
• Cost reduction due to mass production and less demanding
production accuracy
• Low sensitivity to contamination compared to servo valve
• Tightness achieved by seat-type design.
Most studies found on closed loop control of hydraulic systems with
switching valves focus on position control [HM72], [Ter92], [Ku¨r93],
[Pro86], [Bec04], [Fis99], [Wen96]. Some of these, [Ku¨r93], [Bec04],
[Fis99] and [Wen96], also cover some aspects of pressure control. As
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a pressure source they assume a constant pressure system. They
all use pulse width modulation (PWM) to produce quasi-continuous
flow with the switching element. [Wen96] focuses especially on pres-
sure control with switching valves in automotive applications and
analyzes the behavior of different 2/2 and 3/2-way switching valves
at different pressure levels and pulse lengths. The automotive anti-
lock brake system (ABS) is a famous application for switching valves
in hydraulic pressure control. Although, in most anti-lock brake sys-
tems, it is not the pressure that is the control variable but the slip.
Since the nominal flow of the anti-lock system’s valves is similar to
that required for SEHB, such valves are used for the first prototype
Proportionally acting control is the easiest and best strategy for pres-
sure control of closed cavities [Wen96]. No relevant work in literature
was found on nonlinear control methods like dead-beat control which
could specifically make use of the nonlinear behavior of the switch-
ing valve. Instead PWM was used in the literature found to emulate
continuous behavior. However, a certain control deviation cannot be
eliminated even with PWM because of the system immanent pres-
sure step size, which is discussed later. A deadband in the control
loop prevents oscillation around the set value, Fig. 5.3
By a specific short pulsing of the switching valve, achieving a partial
opening, it is possible to increase maximum bandwidth and control
resolution. This presumes a very accurate model of the switching
valve. [Ku¨r93] shows how simplifications or uncertainties in modeling
influences the control result.
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5.2.2 Anti-lock brake system switching valves –
characteristics and driver electronics
This section presents the switching valves which were used for the
first prototype tests and explains the simple electronic switch used
for driving the solenoid.
The valves used for the first prototype on the basis of an automotive
brake caliper are switching seat valves with solenoid actuation, see
Fig. 5.4. They are designed as cartridges which are pressed into a
special boring in a block of aluminum forging alloy. The cutting edges
cut into the material and create tight connections between cartridge
and boring separating inlet and outlet of the valve as shown on the
left side of Fig. 5.4. The armature with the seat element connected
to its lower end is encapsulated in a cylindrical housing. The solenoid
is mounted over it and acts through the housing.
The valves are available in fail-open and fail-closed design. The inlet
and outlet of the valves are such that the flow supports the fail-safe
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Figure 5.4: Anti-lock brake system switching valves from
Continental Teves
position of the valve. For a fail-closed valve the inlet is the horizontal
upper port, for a fail-open valve the inlet is the vertical lower port.
The switching times of fail-open and fail-closed valves can be mea-
sured indirectly by measuring the spool current. Fig. 5.5 shows the
electronic switch used for actuating the valve. If the base of the
NPN-dotted bipolar junction transistor of type TIP 142 is switched
to positive by the real-time control system, the connection between
collector and emitter becomes conductive. Current builds up through
the coil, which is in series with a measuring shunt. A differen-
tial amplifier circuit delivers the difference of voltage Us before and
after the shunt Rs as a measure of the coil current according to
Ohm’s Law. The values for resistances and supply voltage are:
Rfail−openvalve = 6.6 Ω Rfail−closedvalve = 6.6 Ω R1 = R3 = 10 kΩ
R2 = R4 = 20 kΩ Rs = 0.9 Ω u0 = 9 V
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Input
solenoid
coil
OP
Figure 5.5: Spool driver electronics for anti-lock system
valves of first Prototype
The differential amplifier amplifies the voltage difference by factor
R2
R1
= R4R3 = 2. Therefore the coil current is calculated by
icoil =
us
2Rs
(5.1)
A flyback diode is placed parallel to the solenoid to eliminate the
flyback when the supply voltage is suddenly switched off. It provides
a discharge current path for the energy stored in the magnetic field,
which allows that energy to dissipate, rather than appearing as a
voltage spike.
The coil current curve can be interpreted to get the opening and
closing times of the valve. Fig. 5.6 shows the voltage difference
as a measure for the coil current as a response to a step input on
the transistor base. The left and right sides of the figure show the
shunt voltage curves of the fail-open and the fail-closed valve. The
discontinuity in each curve indicates the armature hitting into its end
position. This is the point where the self-induction of the moving
armature ends abruptly causing a voltage drop. The pulling of the
solenoid happens faster for both valves than the spring pushing the
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Figure 5.6: Opening and closing time of fail-closed switching
valve
armature back. This means that the fail-open valve opens slower
than the fail-closed valve. One reason for this is that the spring force
pushing the armature back is of course smaller than the pulling force
of the solenoid. In addition to that, when the supply voltage is cut
off from the solenoid, it takes some time to dissipate the inductive
load through the flyback diode and the shunt. To accelerate the
dissipation of the inductive load, the electric circuit as presented
in section 5.4.3 is enhanced. In this circuit the inductive load is
connected to a capacitor where its energy is quickly stored.
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5.3 Minimization of pressure steps
The discontinuous flow obtained by switching valves inevitably leads
to pressure steps ∆pstep.
p˙ =
1
Cbrake
Q (5.2)
⇔ ∆pstep = 1
Cbrake
∫ t2
t1
Q dt (5.3)
The pressure step size is determined by the brake capacity Cbrake,
the pressure difference and valve size, which results in its flow, and
the opening time of the valve ∆t. The inertia of the flow is also
influencing the pressure step. As already stated in section 3.1 it
can be neglected for this case. Thus pressure steps are minimized
by enlarging capacity or reducing the pressure difference, nominal
flow or the opening time. Any of these actions have limitations or
drawbacks. Enlarging the capacity leads to lower efficiency, because
more supporting cylinder volume is needed per braking. The valve
pressure difference depends on the actual supporting pressure and
is a characteristic of the self-energization. Reducing it requires the
guarantee of a higher minimum friction coefficient. Reducing the
nominal flow of the switching valves leads to reduced brake dynamics,
which especially effects the initial braking process. The opening time
can be reduced to a certain level. Very short impulse periods achieve
a partial opening of the valves. The smallest possible impulse length
at which the valve starts to open at all can be used to generate very
small flow. It is, however, difficult to know this impulse length, since
it depends strongly on the port pressures of the valve. To be certain,
that the valve opens at all, a realistic minimum impulse length has
to be chosen.
For prototype I, [LSM08] presents the pressure step function accord-
ing to Eq. 5.3 in dependence on the supporting pressure. It calculates
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the expected pressure step in the brake actuator for a minimal open-
ing time of the valve dependent on the actual supporting pressure.
The pressure step function is shown in Fig. 5.7 on the right side.
The simple model on the left of the figure explains the parameters
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Figure 5.7: Model of brake capacity and pressure step
function
used for the pressure step function. The brake capacity Cbrake not
only contains the hydraulic capacity but also takes the mechanical
stiffness of caliper and brake pads into account. For comparison: A
pressure step of one bar leads to 300 N increase in compression force.
Two curves show how a reduced nominal flow of the valve leads to
smaller pressure steps. The reduced nominal flow can be achieved by
a smaller valve or a throttle placed downstream of the valve. The fig-
ure makes it clear that with higher supporting pressures, the control
deadband must become larger to prevent instability.
5.3.1 Throttle and bypass
High dynamics at low brake forces, combined with high precision con-
trol at high brake forces, can be achieved with two parallel valves.
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One of the valves is applied with an orifice or a throttle downstream
to reduce its nominal flow. Only for low brake forces and high con-
trol deviation it is synchronized by the valve without throttle. This
configuration is depicted in Fig. 6.3. In the hydro-mechanical scheme
of the first prototype brake, valve BV3 functions as a bypass for BV1
which is supplied with a throttle downstream. For experiments with
different throttle sizes, the throttle was made from a screw and could
be replaced by opening the plug opposite of the valve as shown in
Fig. 5.8. The complete valve block is described in section 6.3.2.
Valvebore
Srew-in throttle
Thread for sealing plug
15
19
(0.5)
3
2
0
.2
Figure 5.8: Screw-in throttle and valve block
5.3.2 Pulse modulation
As explained in section 5.2.1 pulsing of the valves can be used to gen-
erate quasi-continuous flow with switching valves. Pulses are char-
acterised by
• Amplitude
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• Width
• Time span between pulses
Each of these properties can be used for pulse modulation. In pulse
amplitude modulation (PAM) the input signal is encoded in the am-
plitude of a series of signal pulses with the same impulse length
and with a constant frequency. In pulse width modulation (PWM)
the pulse width corresponds the input signal, while amplitude is
maximum and frequency is constant. In pulse frequency modulation
(PFM) the time between pulses is adjusted to the signal input while
amplitude is maximum and width is constant. The pulse modulation
techniques are illustrated in Fig. 5.9.
PFM and PWM can be implemented quite easily with power transis-
tors, the implementation of PAM is more complex and requires the
use of digital/analogue devices. Since the switching valves have no
stable position except opened or closed, PAM is neglected here. The
modulation for PFM and PWM was implemented by software on
the real time control system dSPACE for prototype tests. Fig. 5.10
shows simplified schemes of implementation. The figure depicts how
the reference signal influences the pause between pulses (PFM) and
the pulse length (PWM). In addition to that, in PFM the pulse
length is set to be dependent on the actual pressure difference at the
valve and in PWM the minimum and maximum pulse widths are set
according to the actual pressures.
The objective of pulsing the valve is the precise control of small pres-
sure steps and to avoid pressure overshoot. To evaluate the use of
PWM and PFM to produce small quasi-continuous flow compared to
the nominal flow of the valve, it is useful to look at Fig. 5.2. Pulses
of a length below tE,dead do not have any effect. If the length is
between tE,dead and tE,dead + tE,stroke, a partial opening of the valve
is achieved, delivering the smallest volume possible. The minimum
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Figure 5.9: Pulse modulation techniques [Wen96]
pressure step is related to this pulse period. If the pulse is longer than
tE, the inductive load leads to a switch-off delay tO,dead + tE,stroke.
This delay in particular results in the pressure overshoot since al-
though the control deviation is zero, more volume flows into the
actuator. Fig. 5.11 shows the flow QV generated by the fail-closed
valve over varying pulse length tE at specific pressure differences.
The whole period is 30 ms. The pulse length tE for partial opening
must be in the range of 2− 2.5 ms.
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Figure 5.10: Implementation scheme of PFM and PWM
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Figure 5.11: Flow of the fail-closed switching valve for
varying pulse length and different pressure drops
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With pulse-width modulation the pulse width is longer than tE,dead+
tE,stroke for most of the time because tE,stroke is small compared to
the whole period T . After the shut-off time, according to Fig. 5.2
the valve flow continues for some time tO,dead + tO,stroke. Therefore
the pressure overshoot is inevitable. Pulse frequency modulation
therefore is better suited to avoid overshoot. The pulse width can be
chosen such that a partial opening is achieved. Thus the valve flow
stops only shortly after the control deviation becomes zero. With this
parameterization the valve is never fully opened. While facilitating
more precise control the PFM is less dynamic than the PWM because
the PWM allows full opening of the valve. Both, PWM and PFM
were implemented and tested with the SEHB.
5.4 Proportional 2/2 valves
One way to reduce pressure steps is the use of proportional seat-type
valves. Therefore prototype II of SEHB uses proportional seat-type
valves for the closed loop brake force control. This section explains
the design of the valves used and their static behavior.
Proportional seat-type valves have been developed for special ap-
plications where tightness, contamination robustness or cost effec-
tiveness are very important. This is the case for advanced automo-
tive vehicle control systems like ESP (Electronic Stability Program).
Fig. 5.12 depicts a simplified sectional view of a normally open (NO)
and normally closed valve (NC). The valves used for this research
were kindly provided by Continental Teves. The NC valve is used
for the electro hydraulic brake (EHB) and the NO valve has been
designed for a traction control system (ASR), where the wheel slip
is controlled by braking the wheel in case of loss of traction. In their
design, the valves are very similar to the switching valves. They are
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valveseat
solenoid
valve tappet
pinlet pinlet
poutlet
poutlet
gap
spring
cartrigde
housing
Normally open (NO)Normally closed (NC)
armature
armature
Figure 5.12: Sectional view of normally opened and normally
closed valve
also made as cartridges for being press-fitted into an aluminum valve
block and have cutting edges which tightly separate inlet and outlet
borings in the valve block. The tappet is connected to the armature
which is held by a spring in its normal position. At the lower end
the tappet has a seat element which closes the connection between
valve inlet and outlet. The armature is encapsulated in the housing
of the cartridge. The solenoid is a separate part and is mounted by
simply putting it over the housing.
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The NC valve has a low rate of 40 mls , the NO valve has 52
ml
s
at a pressure drop of 100 bar using DOT 4 brake fluid which has
a specific weight of ρ = 1060 kgm3 . Since the SEHB prototype uses
HLP46 hydraulic fluid instead, the different specific weight result in
a different flow rate, which can be calculated by:
QnomHLP =
√
∆pnomHLPρDOT4
∆pnomDOT4ρHLP
(5.4)
HLP hydraulic fluid has a specific weight of ρ = 870 kgm3 . At 35 bar
nominal pressure, the NC valve therefore has a nominal flow of 26 mls
or 1.56 lmin . The NO valve has 34
ml
s or 2.04
l
min .
The geometry of the gap between armature and core and the spring
characteristic is responsible for the proportional behavior of the valve.
The term proportional, however, is a bit misleading. It suggests that
the valve opening corresponds proportionally to the input signal,
which is not the case. The valve opening is not proportional to the
solenoid current but is continuous between an opening current where
the valves just start to open and an upper boundary current where
the valve is fully opened. The knowledge of the solenoid current -
valve opening characteristic is vital for the programming of the brake
force controller. To achieve partial opening of the valve, the control
signal must be mapped on the band between opening current and
the current at full opening. The valve dynamics is also an inter-
esting characteristics of the valve because it limits the closed loop
control gain of SEHB, as explained in section 3. A dynamic mea-
surement of the NC valve using sweep excitation has been published
in [ELSM08]. The bode diagram shows that the valve dynamics is
sufficiently high and well damped.
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5.4.1 Measurement of tappet movement
Since the tappet is not accessible from outside, to measure the tap-
pet position dependence on the solenoid current without destroying
the valve can only be done by optical measurement systems. A laser
vibrometer can measure the phase lag between the emitted and re-
flected laser beam to measure optical distances. Due to the design
of the cartridge valves only the NC valve can be opened without de-
stroying it. The NO valve has an inlet filter element which cannot
be removed without damaging it. The optical principle allows high
dynamic measurement which a flow sensor could not achieve. How-
ever, the laser vibrometer needs an optical access to the valve tappet
hence the measurement cannot be used for the pressurised valve.
The test bench with the laser vibrometer measuring the tappet posi-
tion of the NC valve is depicted in Fig. 5.13. A measurement system
closedloop controlled
current driver
NC valve
power supplyamplifier
laser vibrometer
real time
measurment system
Figure 5.13: Measurement set-up for measurement of current
- opening characteristics and tappet dynamics
generates the reference signal and feeds it to the current driver. The
current driver supplies a closed loop controlled current to the valve
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solenoid. The laser vibrometer measures the tappet position, which
is transformed into a signal between 0 and 10 V by the amplifier and
given back to the measurement system.
Fig. 5.14 shows a static measurement of the tappet movement where
the solenoid was driven with a slow ramp function. Without pres-
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Figure 5.14: NC valve tappet position driven by slow
solenoid current ramp function
sure, the valve begins to open at 0.923 A and reaches its maximum
opening of 125 µm at about 1.15 A. The upper graph shows the
measured position of the valve tappet over time. The lower plot
shows the displacement of the tappet as a function of the current
for both directions of actuation, opening and closing of the valve.
There is a significant hysteresis between the opening and closing of
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the valve. Due to the friction force, which is always directed against
the direction of movement, the current for pulling the tappet out of
the seat against the spring is 0.57 A higher than the force for clos-
ing it. The opening characteristic is strongly nonlinear. The tappet
position gradient is steep for small solenoid current. This makes it
difficult to set a small opening of the valve.
The measured step which occurs in the tappet position at 0.92 A
and 0.86 A could not be settled conclusively. It is probably caused
by friction.
5.4.2 Measurement of valve flow
For parameterization of the brake force control of SEHB, the valve
flow characteristics are even more important than the valve opening.
It is dependent on the pressure before and after the valve as well as
the solenoid current. Changing every parameter individually leads
to a four-dimensional map. Using a flow rate sensor between two
pressure controlled servo valves allows measurement of the whole
map for both, the NC and the NO valve. Comparing the flow at
the same pressure drop but different absolute value, the flow is not
significantly different for both types of valves. The flow characteris-
tics can therefore be represented by a three-dimensional map, only
dependent on the solenoid current and the pressure drop.
The flow rate for both valve types is displayed in Fig. 5.15 for various
pressure drops and solenoid currents [ELSM08]. A characteristic
parameter for the valve is the nominal flow at a nominal pressure
drop of 35 bar. The NC valve has a nominal flow of 1.61 lmin and
the NO valve a flow of 1.95 lmin . This data complies with the data
from the manufacturer. The flow rate for a fully open valve is shown
in Fig. 5.15 according to Eq. 3.3. The hysteresis between the opening
and closing path is large considering the small current band in which
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Figure 5.15: Flow maps for NC and NO valve
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the valve has continuous behavior. Especially with the NC valve it
is difficult to determine the solenoid current for small flows because
the flow gradient is steep in that area. The flow gradient of the
NO valve is smaller for small openings and the hysteresis is not as
large. Therefore the NO valve is probably better suited for control
of small flows than the NC valve. This assumption is confirmed by
the experimental results in section 6.4.3.
5.4.3 Driver electronics
Each valve is driven by a current controller. The current driver
is based on an asymmetric half bridge built up from two transis-
tors (switches) S1 and S2 and two diodes D1 and D2 [Don05], see
Fig. 5.16. The solenoid is situated between both transistors and
U~ I
UDC
S1
S2
D1
D2
solenoid
shunt
C1R1
Figure 5.16: Asymmetric half brige of current driver
electronics
diodes. Dependent on the switching positions of the transistors, cur-
rent in the solenoid is built up, free-wheels or is dissipated. If S1
and S2 are both closed, supply voltage is applied to the solenoid and
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current builds up. If S1 is closed while S2 is open, the current of
the solenoid free-wheels through the shunt and diode D1. If both
switches are closed, the energy of the magnetic field is dissipated in
the capacitor C1 which then is discharged slowly over resistor R1.
During the build up of current and of free-wheeling, the flowing cur-
rent can be measured by its voltage drop over the shunt. This sig-
nal is used for the current control by a simple switching controller.
Fig. 5.17 shows such a measurement and demonstrates the working
principle of the switching controller. The step in the reference sig-
2.735 2.736 2.737 2.738 2.739 2.74 2.741 2.742t[s]
0
0.25
0.5
0.75
1
I
[A
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Iref
Iactual
I II II II II II III I I I I
I: current build up
II: free-wheeling
upper boundary of tolerance band
lower boundary
of tolerance band
Figure 5.17: Mesurement of current build-up and
free-wheeling
nal is shortly after t = 2.737 s. Both switches are closed to achieve
a current build-up (I) until the actual current reaches the upper
boundary of the tolerance band around the reference value. When it
reaches the upper boundary, switch S1 opens and the free-wheeling
begins. One can see that during free-wheeling the current drops al-
most equally fast as it rises in the beginning. During free-wheeling
the resistances of the solenoid and the shunt reduce the circulating
current by transforming its energy into heat.
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In order to cut down the current quickly, the energy stored in the
inductance is moved to the capacitor C1 by opening both switches.
The magnetic force applied from the solenoid to the valve tapped is
cut off quickly. Since the shunt is not in the current path for this
case, no measurement has been taken.
The complete wiring scheme which has kindly been developed and
produced by The Institute of Power Electronics and Electrical De-
vices (ISEA) is shown in Fig. 5.18 It has two connectors for the
real-time control hardware. The reference signal is connected to
jumper 10, the actual solenoid current is given back at jumper 9.
The solenoid is connected to ports X9-8 and X9-7. For each solenoid
one driver electronic is needed.
The marked comparator IC4A is a Schmidt-trigger with an adjustable
positive feedback (R87 and R84), with which the hysteresis of the
switching controller can be set [TS02]. The inputs of the compara-
tor are the reference signal, which is a signal between 0 and 10 V ,
and the amplified voltage drop over the measurement shunt. The
factor of amplification is R71R70 = 5.6 for R71 = R69 and R70 = R68.
This means that 10 V represents a solenoid current of 1.785 A. If
the amplified voltage is smaller than the reference voltage, the com-
parator switches positive supply voltage on its output. If it is larger,
it switches negative to supply voltage on its output. The output
signal is inverted by transistor T12 and applied to the gate of MOS-
FET T11. T11 is a p-channel-MOSFET which connects if a positive
voltage is between its source and its gate. This is the case if T12 is
conductive. This means that if voltage at the output of the compara-
tor is positive, MOSFET T11 becomes conductive and the solenoid
is connected to supply voltage if T10 is also conductive, which is
the case for any positive reference signal. The part between output
of the converter and T12 has been neglected so far. This part acts
as an AND-element which is only active if both the output of the
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Figure 5.18: Wiring scheme of driver electronics
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comparator and the output of the IC4B are positive. The output of
IC4B is low when the reference signal is below approximately −4 V .
This signal is used for the fast demagnetization of the solenoid. If
the reference signal is set to −10 V , both transistors T10 and T11
are switched off. The inductance stored in the solenoid can dissipate
against supply voltage in capacitor C16.
Chapter 6
Prototype design and
tests
The prototype design of SEHB was done in two phases. In the first
stage, it was important to prove the concept of stable brake force con-
trol using hydraulic self-energization, since before it was only demon-
strated in simulation. Prototype I serves this purpose using as many
standard components as possible. It also provides valuable experi-
ence for the implementation of an improved customized prototype,
referred to as prototype II, which has the full SEHB functionality
like active actuator retraction and a fail-open safety concept, which
is important for train brakes.
This chapter presents both prototype designs with measurement re-
sults in sections 6.3 and 6.4. A major part of each prototype section
is the design of the valve block. For the first prototype, conven-
tional automotive anti-lock system fast-switching valves are success-
fully used. The valves and the electronic switch used as driver for the
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solenoids are presented in section 5.2.2. One issue with the switch-
ing valves are the pressure steps. Another issue is, that the control
dynamics are not adjustable to the changing open loop gain during
brake pressure rise. New valves used for electro-hydraulic brakes and
electronic stabilization programs in automobiles offer some propor-
tional functionality. Therefore the valve block and the driver elec-
tronics are completely revised for Prototype II. They were presented
in section 5.4.
6.1 Maximum brake force
The maximum brake force is the major performance parameter on
which the prototype designs are based. It is derived from the perfor-
mance specifications of the target application of the research project
“EABM” (Einzelrad-Antriebs-Brems-Modul), see section 1. The tar-
get vehicle’s key data is based on the presumption that a passenger
railway car does not necessarily need to be heavier than a comparable
road vehicle, for example a bus:
• Regional passenger railways
• Maximum speed: v0 = 120 kmh
• Maximum weight: m = 13.6 t
• Two pairs of individual wheels, four disc brakes
• Diameter of wheel (new / old): dwheel = 920 mm/840 mm
General performance requirements for railway brakes are standard-
ized in [EN105]. For a maximum stopping distance of 500 m at maxi-
mum velocity and an estimated response time of 0.8 s, the brake must
provide a maximum deceleration of a little less than d = 1.2 ms2 .
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The maximum deceleration force Fd is calculated by multiplying the
mass inertia per disc brake times deceleration plus a constant force
resulting from slope of s = 4 % and gravity g, Fig. 6.1. The rotary
M =13.6 t / 4 = 3.4 t
adec = 1.2 m/s2
Fbrake=10.9 kN
5.8 kN
direction of
rotation
4 %
vvehicle £ 120 km/h
245 mm460
m
m
Figure 6.1: Requirement specifications for design of SEHB
inertia of wheels and drives is included with a factor kr = 1.1 in the
translatory inertia.
Fd =
m
4
(krd+ sg) = 5822 N (6.1)
The maximum friction force Fbrake acting on a friction radius of
rf = 245 mm then yields:
Fbrake,max = Fd
dwheelnew
2 · rf = 10931N (6.2)
This maximum brake force is the basis for calculations for the pro-
totype design. It is clear that using an automotive brake disk with
a brake radius of 115 mm instead of 245 mm, the deceleration mo-
mentum produced by this brake is smaller. However, for research on
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the self-energizing electro hydraulic brake, the brake momentum is
secondary. The priority is to reproduce the brake forces and pressure
levels in the brake as expected for the target application.
6.2 Brake test stand
The brake test stand consists of a secondary controlled hydraulic
motor unit, a fly-wheel connected via safety clutches and elastic cou-
plings and a brake disk on a brake shaft, Fig. 6.2.
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Figure 6.2: Key data of test stand facility
The hydraulic drive of the test stand consists of a Denison fixed
displacement axial piston pump OPV4/080 R3Z with 80 cm3 dis-
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placement volume, driven by an three phase asynchronous motor.
The Bosch Rexroth A4VSO 250 DS1 variable displacement motor
has a maximum displacement volume of 250 cm3. Motor and pump
are connected in an open circuit. The fly-wheel has a mass inertia of
27 kgm2. It is not equivalent to the mass inertia of the rail vehicle
but enough for simulation of small stop brakings. The graph in the
upper left of Fig. 6.2 shows the speed-dependency of the maximum
load which can be achieved by the drive. The maximum load is lim-
ited by pressure relief valves, set to 300 bar. The maximum speed is
limited by the motor control unit to 2000 revmin . The picture in the
upper right shows the test stand in assembly.
6.3 Prototype I, plunger actor
For the first simplified prototype the SEHB-scheme is modified in
such a way that a standard pin-slide brake caliper of a Mercedes
Benz W124 E-class can be used.
6.3.1 Hydraulic-mechanic design of Prototype I
In contrast to the previous discussed schemes, the brake actuator
is a plunger cylinder which cannot be actively retracted and the
pre-stressed spring to initiate the process is not installed. It has a
piston diameter of 54 mm. Fig. 6.3 shows the structure of the test
configuration including valves, sensors and control. Fig. 6.4 shows
the brake actuator and the supporting cylinder in detail with some
dimensions. The brake radius is 110 mm. Caliper and supporting
piston rod are connected to a pivoted bar which conducts the braking
forces. The distance from the center of rotation to the supporting
cylinder axis is adjustable around 110 mm± 10 mm.
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Figure 6.4: Main dimensions of brake actuator of Prototype I
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The supporting cylinder has a piston/piston rod diameter of 40/25mm.
As shown in Fig. 6.3 it is centered by springs. However, the retrac-
tion unit is realized by one spring only, which is compressed by sliders
in both directions of actuation. Fig. 6.5 presents a sectional view of
the supporting cylinder in its middle position. The retraction unit is
A
A
Figure 6.5: Sectional view of supporting cylinder
enlarged in a detailed view. The ends of the retraction spring stand
on two slider rings. With the piston pushed out, the right slider
is pulled along by the piston rod extension while the left slider is
held back by the hollow part connected to the cylinder housing. The
spring compression reverses the process when both cylinder cham-
bers are hydraulically connected. If the piston is pulled in, the left
slider is pulled along by the piston rod extension while the right part
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is supported by the hollow part connected to the cylinder housing.
Thus, the same spring can be used to bring the cylinder back into
its middle position. To overcome friction forces in the cylinder, the
spring is pre-stressed in its middle position. This limits the use of
the brake for small brake forces, since the supporting pressure starts
to rise only when the supporting force is larger than the pre-stressing
of the spring.
pinslide caliper,
single acting
brake disc
flywheel mass
valve combination
supporting cylinder
centering spring
unit
position
sensor
Figure 6.6: Experimental setup of first SEHB prototype
A manually set displacement of the supporting cylinder against its
centering spring is used to supply the initial starting pressure in place
of the preset spring of the actuator of prototype II. The off-the-shelf
supporting cylinder was chosen to be arranged opposite the caliper,
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as shown in the picture of the experimental setup, Fig. 6.6. The
retraction unit is attached concentric to the piston rod. Above the
retraction unit is the position sensor. The supporting cylinder is
connected by a swivel bearing to the test stand’s steel frame. Its
pressure ports are connected to the valve block incorporating the
hydraulic rectifier, a safety pressure relief valve and the control valve
combination. From the valve block a flexible hose leads to the brake
actuator and a pipe is connected to an open reservoir for compensa-
tion of the differential volumes due to the plunger cylinder and oil
compression.
6.3.2 Valve block of prototype I
Prototype I has a plunger cylinder as a brake actuator. Therefore
it basically only needs two valves, one for the inlet and one for the
outlet. The design objective for the valve block was to be able to
also use the same valve block for prototype II, which would have a
differential cylinder as brake actuator. The fail-closed safety strat-
egy of the brake should be implemented by a fail-open inlet valve of
the brake actuator and a fail open outlet valve for piston ring side of
the differential brake actuator. It should be possible to exchange the
fail-open valves by fail-closed valves. Also threads for exchangeable
screw-in throttles have to be placed somewhere in series with the
control valves. In addition to the control valves, the hydraulic recti-
fier, a pressure relief valve and screw-in threads for pressure sensors,
accumulators and deaeration screws have to be integrated.
To fulfill these requirements, the valve block for prototype I has a
modular design that offers flexibility to gain experience with differ-
ent valve configurations. Fig. 6.7 shows the hydraulic scheme of the
valve block. The modules M2 with fail-open or M2a with fail-closed
valves can be exchanged. Modules M2, M2a and M3 all have the
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Figure 6.7: Modular design concept of prototype I valve block
same connection ports: high and low pressure as well as left and
right chamber of brake actuator. By feeding these vertically through
the module and applying the valves horizontally to connect the ap-
propriate ports, a very compact but yet flexible valve block design
evolved, where all modules are mounted onto each other. This design
offers full flexibility to be able to do intensive experimental studies
with different valve configurations. Fig. 6.8 presents the realized
valve block design.
The base module M1 holds all external connections to the supporting
cylinder and brake actuator. The hydraulic rectifyier is realized by
small Hydac screw-in check-valves RVE-1/8, with an opening pres-
sure of 0.5 bar. Low and high pressure lines are connected by aDB3E,
adjustable Hydac pressure relief valve, which is set to 180 bar. All
screw-in threads are G 1/4 to enable easy exchange of connectors.
Fig. 5.8 contains a sectional view of module M2 and an enlargement
of the optional screw-in throttle which is inserted between sealing
plug and valve. The actual valve configuration used for prototype
tests presented in the next section is depicted in Fig. 6.6. BV1 and
BV2 are optionally applied with screw-in throttles.
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Figure 6.8: Realized design of valve block for prototype I
6.3.3 Test results with prototype I
The following figures present the test results of the first prototype.
For each of the control modes, switching control, PFM and PWM,
two measurements are shown in one figure. The first measurement,
plots a) – d), is the system’s response to a reference signal ramp
function. The second one, plots e) – h), demonstrates the response
to a reference signal step function. The displayed measurement vari-
ables and scales of all figures are equal, so that the results can be
compared. The displayed measurement variables are, from top to
bottom:
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• brake force reference signal
• achieved actual brake force
• valve actuation signal BV1, fail open
• valve actuation signal BV2, fail closed
• supporting pressure
• actuator pressure
• position of supporting cylinder
Switching control
The switching controller is implemented in the real time control sys-
tem dSPACE according to the scheme depicted in Fig. 5.3. Upper
and lower deadband boundaries were set to 200 N . The throttle di-
ameter upstream of BV1 is 0.2 mm and upstream of BV2 0.3 mm.
BV3 is not applied with a throttle and serves as bypass valve to
enhance dynamic behavior below brake forces of 1000 N , as pro-
posed in section 5.3.1. The measurement results using the switching
controller are displayed in Fig. 6.9.
The valve reference signal curves in the Fig. 6.9 b) and f) show the
switching controller behavior. The valve is opened as long as there is
control deviation above 200 N , and closes as soon as the deviation is
below 200 N . This results in very few switching cycles compared to
the other methods, but it is important to tune the pressure build-up
dynamics by inserting the right throttle size. At the beginning of
the step response the actual brake force curve shows some depres-
sion. The actual brake force is calculated from supporting cylinder
pressures, taking an estimate of the spring forces of the retraction
unit into account. Looking at the pressure build-up of the brake
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Figure 6.9: Measurement results prototype I (switching
control)
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actuator, one can see it is instantaneous. This indicates that, in con-
trast to the brake force measurement, the real brake force must be
rising too. The depression in the supporting pressure is caused by
friction of the supporting mechanism. The friction in the links and
bearings, the sliders in the retraction unit and the supporting piston
adds to the reaction force of the supporting cylinder. This means
that during pressure build-up, the measured supporting pressure in-
dicates a lower brake force than the one which is actually applied.
The lower graph shows the movement of the supporting cylinder.
The whole brake force step affords less than 1.2 mm of supporting
cylinder movement.
Pulse frequency modulation
The PFM is realized according to the scheme depicted in Fig. 5.10.
The control by short pulses of length TE of the valves allows to oper-
ate without the use of throttles at BV1 and BV2 in Fig. 6.3. There-
fore a bypass valve is also not needed. The parameterization of the
control, however, is more complex. Besides the cycle time TP, which
is the control variable, the pulse length TE is parameterized in rela-
tion to pressure difference over the fail-open and fail-closed valves.
This is done on the basis of measurements as shown in Fig. 5.11. TE
is around 10 ms for BV1 (normally open valve) and around 3 ms for
BV2 (normally closed valve). The minimum cycle time is limited to
TP = TE+25 ms because the closing times showed to be too long, if
the valve opened permanently. The measurement results using the
PFM controller are displayed in Fig. 6.10.
Comparing the brake force of the step response of switching controller
and PFM, graph e), the PFM controller is slower in pressure build
up but a little faster in pressure release. Since BV1 is responsible for
pressure build-up, the longer pulse time is the reason why pressure
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Figure 6.10: Measurement results prototype I (PFM)
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build-up is faster than pressure release. The control deviation is
smaller in comparison to the switching controller, which is especially
evident in the upward ramp, curve a). The PFM needs many more
switching cycles, curves b) and f), which may be a problem for the
lifetime of the valve. Although the pressure step size is smaller,
each switching produces oscillation in the supporting cylinder and
especially the brake actuator pressures, curve g). These oscillations
also have higher frequency because, without the throttles, the open
loop gain is higher.
Pulse width modulation
The PWM control scheme is depicted in Fig. 5.10. Similar to the
PFM control, no extra throttles of the valves are needed. The cycle
time TP for every pulse cycle is constant. It is TP = 25 ms for
BV1 (normally closed valve) and TP = 20 ms for BV2 (normally
closed valve). Precise control of the brake pressure is achieved by
setting the width of the control pulse TE between a maximum and
a minimum value. Therefore TE varies between 3 − 12 ms for BV1
and between 3− 4 ms for BV2. The measurement results using the
PWM controller are displayed in Fig. 6.11.
By variation of the pulse width, with the given parameters, a little
larger volume flow can be realized than with the PFM, where each
pulse is so short that the valve does not fully open. Therefore the
step response pressure build up, curve e), is almost as fast as with the
switching control. The pressure release time is similar to the PFM
control. Interestingly, brake pressure overshoot is avoided more ef-
fectively than with PFM. The pulse width modulation is also more
effectively in following the ramp function than switching control and
PFM. Concluding, one can say that using PFM and PWM, switching
valves without throttles can be used well for wide operating condi-
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Figure 6.11: Measurement results prototype I (PWM)
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tions. The effort to apply the control algorithm, however, is easiest
for the switching control. What has not yet been studied so far is
how temperature and wear during the valve lifetime influences the
switching times and how these influences could be compensated for
by the control.
6.4 Prototype II, differential actor
The most important difference between prototype I and prototype II
is that there is a differential actuator instead of the plunger actuator.
It has been explained in section 4.1 that the main reason for this is
to be able to actively retract the brake pads from the disk. A side
effect is the faster pressure build-up because of two active pressure
chambers instead of only one. The fail-closed safety strategy of the
brake is realized by the fail-safe positions of the valves and by the
initialization spring which is part of the brake actuator. Fig. 6.12
gives an overview of the assembly and main dimensions of the caliper
of prototype II.
The brake consists of two main assembly groups, the supporting
frame and the caliper. The differential brake actuator has a piston
diameter of 80 mm a piston rod diameter of 50 mm and a maximum
stroke of 40 mm. The supporting frame laterally guides the brake
pads and conducts the brake force via supporting brackets into the
supporting cylinder. The supporting cylinder unit is reused from pro-
totype I and has a piston/piston rod diameter of 40mm / 25mm and
a maximum stroke of 100 mm. The brake actuator is attached to the
caliper with screws and applies the compression onto the brake pads.
To be centric over the axially fixed brake disk, with proceeding wear
of the brake pads, the whole caliper must move perpendicularly to-
ward the brake disk. Therefore, in this direction the caliper is guided
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Figure 6.12: Main dimensions of caliper with differential
actuator
on pin slides which are fixed in the supporting frame. The brake pads
are laterally guided in the supporting frame which conducts the brake
force directly into the supporting cylinder.
Fig. 6.13 shows the experimental setup of prototype II. One can
see that, in contrast to prototype I, the valve block is attached di-
rectly to the back of the block-type differential actuator which pro-
vides a very stiff hydraulic connection between valves and actuator
chambers. Two hoses connect the valve block with the supporting
cylinder. They make only a small movement due to the tilting of the
supporting cylinder in relation to the actuator.
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Figure 6.13: Experimental setup of second SEHB prototype
6.4.1 Hydraulic-mechanic design of Prototype II
The hydraulic-mechanic design of prototype II including the setup of
sensors and filters is depicted in Fig. 6.14. Valves BV1 and BV4 are
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Figure 6.14: Hydraulic-mechanic scheme of Prototype II
normally open (NO) and BV2 and BV3 valves normally closed (NC)
to realize fail safe braking in case of complete loss of power. The
valves BV1-BV4 are actually doubled to achieve higher maximum
flow. It results in higher dynamics at low brake forces. Two opposite
faced normally closed valves are connected to the chambers of the
supporting cylinder. They are used to retract the supporting piston
when no brake force is active. The pressure relief valve symbols which
are depicted alongside the NC valves symbolize that at a certain
pressure around 200 bar the seat of the NC valves is opened against
its closing spring. Therefore no additional pressure relief valve is
needed in the system.
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6.4.2 Valve block of Prototype II
The valve block of prototype II has been redesigned due to experience
gained with the valve block of prototype I. The deaeration of the
brake system frequently required opening screw-in plugs of the valve
block because it was the highest point of the system. For the sake of
the press-fitted cartridge valves the valve block is made of aluminum.
Consequently the threads wore out. The new valve block design
therefore avoids threads in the aluminum parts.
Due to its modular design, the first valve block also required more
space than necessary. The valves were attached to different sides
of the valve block with the result that many different cables were
branching around it. The valve block of prototype II thus has all
valves oriented in the same direction. The wires of all solenoids are
combined into a multi-wire cable. Fig. 6.15 shows the valve block
for the brake valves BV1-BV4.
HD
BA1
ND
BA2
BV1 BV3
BV2
BV4
Figure 6.15: Valve block design of prototype II
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6.4.3 Test results with Prototype II
This section shows the first measurement results of prototype II.
The flow maps depicted in Fig. 5.15 were implemented in the con-
trol software. For simplicity, only the piston face side of the brake
actuator is controlled using only the brake valves BV1a and BV2a.
This configuration is very close to prototype I, which makes it clear
to see the benefit of using proportional valves compared to switching
valves. Furthermore, it has not been tested if all brake valves have
exactly the same characteristics. Using all eight valves with the same
parameter setting at an early stage of brake testing makes it more
difficult to interpret the control result.
Mathematical analysis in chapter 3 demonstrated that a proportional
controller works well for SEHB. But the hysteresis shown in the flow
maps poses a problem because it is not possible to define a fixed
current value which corresponds to a fixed partial valve opening.
The current for the NC valve is especially difficult to define because
the flow gradient is steep for small openings.
To handle this hysteresis, the first tests are done using a switching
integral controller in addition to the proportional control. The pro-
portional control is working well for large but not for small control
deviation due to the hysteresis of the opening current. If the actual
brake force does not reach the reference value because the valve does
not open due to its hysteresis, the integral controller winds up until
the opening current is reached. The switching integral controller only
winds up when the actual brake force is in a defined region around
the reference value. This limits the integral controller value because
it cannot wind up during phases of large control deviation.
Fig. 6.16 shows measurement results of prototype II. The displayed
values are
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Figure 6.16: Measurement results of prototype II using
proportional and switched integral control
a Reference and actual brake force
b Reference value for current of brake valve BV1
c Reference value for current of brake valve BV1
d Pressures in supporting cylinder and piston face chamber of
brake actuator
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e position of supporting cylinder
The reference signal is a ramp rising from 1000 N to 3000 N brake
force. The plots show a measurement period of ten seconds.
The measured brake force follows the reference signal with a slight
lag of 0.42 s in the upward ramp. For the downward ramp, the actual
value is 0.1 s ahead of the reference value. This indicates that the
flow gain of the normally closed valve BV2a, which is active during
the downward ramp, is larger than the flow gain of the normally open
valve. The flow maps in Fig. 5.15 support this explanation. With
the NC valves it is more difficult to set a small flow gain because
for small openings the gradient of the current-flow curve and the
hysteresis are high.
The pressure signals in plot a) and d) of Fig. 6.16 show a distinct
ripple. By closing all valves manually, the ripple is still present. The
explanation is that the ripple is caused by brake judder.
In the upward ramp at t = 12.16 s the brake force in plot a) and the
supporting pressure in plot d) have a peak. This peak is caused by
the high pressure accumulator which hits in its end position. Plot e)
shows the supporting cylinder movement which is relatively fast just
before t = 12.16 s. During that phase the high pressure accumulator
is charged.
At t = 16 s, when the ramp begins to fall, a significant control
deviation occurs. During this time the integral part of the controller
increases. This can be seen by the fact that for the following control
actions of BV2a, although control deviation is relatively small, the
current value is higher than just after t = 16 s.
The supporting cylinder stroke is shown in plot e). For the shown
ramp rising from 1000 N to 3000 N only 5.5 mm, this is 11 %, of the
maximum stroke of 50 mm are needed. Included in these 5.5 mm
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are about 3 mm for charging the high pressure accumulator which is
only needed once during a brake operation. This demonstrates the
high pressure fluid efficiency of the brake.
Fig. 6.17 shows the section of Fig. 6.16 marked by the shaded box.
The working principle of the control can be seen well from plot b)
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Figure 6.17: Detail of measurement results of prototype II
and c). The tolerance band in which the control output is zero is
±10 N . If the measured brake force is above this tolerance band,
BV2 is switched with the current offset read from the valve flow
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measurements plus the integral controller value. If the brake force is
below the tolerance band, BV1 is switched with its opening current
accordingly. The NO valve is closed by applying 1.2 A, while the VC
valve is just switched off.
The control behavior using proportional valves is significantly en-
hanced compared to the switching valves although the results are
not easily compared due to the brake judder which occurs in the
measurement of prototype II. After intense testing, brake judder oc-
curred in tests with prototype I too. Future research will address
this issue in more detail. Normal brakes do not give feedback of the
actual braking torque. SEHB uses the actual braking torque as a
control variable. The feedback of the brake judder on the normal
force probably influences the wear process of the brake disk. How-
ever, it has not yet been studied whether brake judder is stimulated
or not. One goal of future research is to influence the feedback in
order to achieve a better wear process.
Chapter 7
Conclusion
Research on new friction brake principles such as SEHB contributes
to the development of innovative brakes with increased functionality
adding value to the customer while minimizing energy consumption
and maintaining a high safety level. The SEHB is the first closed loop
controlled brake which is powered exclusively by self-energization. It
is also the only brake which gives feedback about the actual braking
torque.
The hydraulic-mechanical structure of SEHB has been developed for
a train application with special attention paid to a fail-safe con-
cept, precise brake control, high dynamics, high efficiency and few
electrical and mechanical interfaces. Fig. 7.1 highlights the mile-
stones of the research work on SEHB which is the basis for this
thesis. Two strands have contributed to the test results which were
finally obtained with the SEHB prototype II: The theoretical anal-
ysis gave insight into the dynamics of self-energization and was the
basis for controller development. The practical implementation with
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Figure 7.1: Development of SEHB
nonlinear system simulation and a first prototype provided hands-on
experience about the brake behavior which inspired the whole de-
velopment process and helped to identify practical difficulties at an
early design stage. The test results verify the working principle of
SEHB and point out its high potential for use in trains. The high
dynamics offer a means of improving anti-skid braking considerably.
Future research should mainly focus on aspects of system analysis,
valve control and mechanical design. A deeper understanding of the
dynamic processes and an improved valve control is the basis for en-
hancing the brake dynamics. The brake judder observed in the brake
force measurements is a common phenomenon of brakes. Its causes
and effects have been the subject of research in the past. A unique
property of SEHB is that brake force ripples are fed back upon com-
pression. Therefore it should be examined how the development of
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brake judder can be influenced by this. The goal is to find mea-
sures to reduce brake judder or at least delay its development and
therefore prolong the service life of the brake disks. The most robust
solution is achieved by compensating characteristics of the mechani-
cal design which act passively. Active methods can supplement to a
more homogeneous wear process. Therefore further theoretical and
experimental study of the brake dynamics is a focus of future work.
Another focus is on aspects of mechanical design, particularly on in-
tegration and miniaturization. One benefit of SEHB is the reduced
weight compared to pneumatic systems including their power sup-
ply, reservoirs and distribution system. Considering only the brake
actuator installed in the bogie, the research prototypes of this the-
sis do not yet demonstrate the potential weight reduction which can
be achieved by an integrated design. Since hydraulic actuators have
a higher force to weight ratio, SEHB can be designed lighter than
conventional pneumatic actuators.
The principle of SEHB is not limited for use in trains only. The prin-
ciple of hydraulic self-energization can also be transferred to other
systems with special demands on efficiency and torque control such
as road vehicles [LEE+08] or stationary systems. An advantage of
SEHB is that it is easily scalable to higher brake forces. To a large
extend, valve control is independent of the brake pressure level to
be controlled. Especially for heavy trucks, SEHB has potential since
compression forces are very high compared to cars. The hydraulic-
mechanical structure of SEHB has to be adapted and further devel-
oped or simplified to meet the special needs of each application.
Chapter 8
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